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MINI EPROM PROGRAMMER

J. Ruffell

Many constructors have good reasons for preferring a low-cost
EPROM programmer with manual data and address to a full-blown
programmer operating under computer control. First, they may not
have a computer; second, they do not mind spending some time on
programming small amounts of data; and third, they object to the
expenditure on an instrument that is only occasionally called upon.

The programmer is definite-
Iy not intended for loading
huge amounts of data into
EPROMs. Even if you eould
manage to program bytes
faultlessly at a rate of one per
second, it would take more
than 18 hours to load all
65,536 bytes (64 Kbytes) in a
Type 27512 EPROM, the lar-
gest the present programm er
can handle. Moreovar. it is a
common misunderstanding
to associate EPROMs with
microcomputer systems that
require large amounts of
data. As has been shown in a
number of projects in this
magazine over the past few
months, there are quite a few
occasions whe.re no more
than, say, 256 or 512 bytes are
involved, such as where
EPROMs lunetion as pro-
grammable look-up or con-
version tables.
Although the circuit diag-

ram of the mini EPROM pro-
grammer (Fig. 1) looks
crowded, it should be noted
that most components go
into the power supply to en-
sure that the high pro-
gramming voltage is not
applied to the EPROM until
the 5 V supply voltage is
present ~ the reverse se-
quence would have disas-
trous consequences. Also
note that an EPROM must
never be removed from the working pro-
grammer, because the order in which the
programming voltage and the supply
voltage are removed might just be wrong.

How it works
Although the supply cireuit a!ready looks
quite crowded in pIaces, it Is not complete
without an external regulated power sup-
ply to furnish the programming voltage
plus about 750 mV. The input volta ge to
the eircuit may be edjusted by measuring
the programming voltage at point Pv. The
programming voltage is determined by
the EPROM type and its manufacturer.
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disconnected from the rele-
vant EPROM pin when the
programmer is switched off
with 5,- The 5 V supply
voltage, however, remains
present for a short while be-
cause the electrolytic capa-
eitors take some time to
discharge. Conversely. ICla
can not be set until the +5 V
supply voltage is present.
The SET input of the MMV is
formed by trigger input B,
which is connected to net-
work R3-CS.The voltage on
Cs takes a few seconds to
rise to a Ievel that enables
ICla to be set, and, conse-
quently. the programming
voltage to be applied to the
EPROM. Capaeitor CIOis re-
quired only if the CLR input
of ICh is erroneously actu-
ated by input voltage Fluc-
tuetions. The value of ClO
should be between 100 pF
and 10 nF and must be
determined empirically. In
general, the capacitor must
be kept as small as possible.
Bi-colour LED D7 indi-

cates the status of the
EPROM programm er. The
LED turns red (T3off; T, on)
if the 5 V supply voltage is
present, and green if both
the 5 V and the programm-
ing voltage are present.
The circuit around leIb

(also a MMV) is a pro-
gramming pulse generator. When 52 is ac-
tuated, a single 50-ms programming pulse
is generated. An intelligent programming
algorithm with variable prograrnming
pulse length is. of course, not feasible in a
simple circuit like this. Even if it were
availabIe, the total programming time
would not be reduced because the data
and addresses are set manua11y, which
takes much longer than SO ms in any case.
The bulk 01 the signals in the pro-

grammer circuit emanates from DIP swit-
ches and associated pull-up resistors.
Addresses are set with 54 and 55, data with
56. Switch 53 is used to seleet the EPROM
type. The connections it makes are in ac-
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Regulator IC3 reduces the programming
voltage to 5 V which is used to power the
EPROM and the programmer circuit.
Transistor Tl prevents the programming
voltage being applied to the EPROM be-
fore the 5 V supply voltage. The transistor
is controlled by a monostable multivibra-
tor (MMV), ICh. After this has been trtg-
gered, H5 Q output remains high until it is
reset via its LCR input. This input is con-
nected to the rest of the circuit in a manner
to ensure that ICh is reset if the +5 V sup-
ply voltage disappears, or when there is
no su pply volta ge at a11.The latter condi-
tion may appear superfluous. but the pro-
gramming voltage is immediately
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Fig. 1. Circult diagram 01the budget EPROMprogrammer, the larger part 01which consists 01the power supply with automatie Vpp delay.

cordance with the EPROM data listed in
Table 1.

Construction
The printed-circuit board for the pro-
grammer is shown in Pig. 3. Start the con-
struction by fitting the wire links. Next, fit
the resistors and capecitors. Each of the
three single-in-Hne (SIL) resistor arrays
may be replaced by eight vertically
mounted, discrete resistors whose upper
terminals are cut short and commoned by
a horizontal wire that goes into the hole
provided for the +5 V connection of the
array.
The semiconductors are fitted next,

with the exception of the LEDs. Je, does
not need a heat-sink, and is bolted straight
on to the PCB.Mount rotary switch 53,but
do not cut its spindie as yet.
Be sure to mount the components that

protrude from the front panel a t the cor-
rect height above the board. This involves
the LEDs, on/off switch 51,programming
switch 52, the data/ address DIP switches
and the ZIF (zero-insertion force) socket
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990
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Fig. 2. As shown on these photographs of the assembled peB, IC sockets are perfect for
mounting the push-buttons and the DIP switch blocks. SIL strips are used for the ZIF socket.
The height of the prototype enclosure did not require low-profile IC sockets to be stacked.
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Fig. 3. Track layout and camponent mounting plan of the single-sided pes tor the mini
EPROMprogrammer. Start the construction with fitting the wire links.

Parts list

Reslstors:
Al :: 845Q; 1%
A2. 2800; 1%
A3;A6.550k
R4;R11;R12:: 10k
A5. 1k5; 1W
A7.330k
A,;A14;A'6.3300
A9.100k
AIO.1MO
A,3.27k
AIS.10k
R17;R18;R19:: 8-resistor; 9-pin SIL
resistor array 10k
Pl :: 5k preset H

Capacitors:
Cl ;C3;C7;C9 :: 1DOn
C2• 1000~; 40 V
C4;C5• 4~7; 10 V; radial
C6;C,.220n

Semlconductors:
0, • 1N5401
02.1 N4001
03;0.;05.1N4148
06. LEO
07;;: 3-terminal bi-colour LED
T, • BC327
T2. BC337
T3;T•• BC547
IC, .74HCT221
IC2 '" EPROM to be programmed
IC, • LM317

Miscellaneous:
S,. self-Iocking push-button; ITWType 51-
20204000 +.
82 '" momentary action push-button; IlW
Type 51-10204000'.
83 = Pcä-mount 4-pole 3-way rotary switch.
54;S5;56. 8-way OIPswitch block.
28-way IC socket (ZIF type preferred).
pes Type 890164 (see Readers Services
page).

We regrer that the front-panel foif for this pro-
ject is not available ready-made,

-+ ITWSwitches • Divisionof ITWUd.• Nor-
way Aoad • Hilsea • POATSMOUTH P03
5HT. Telephone: (0705) 694971.

Pin 2764 27128 27256 27512 Signal 2754 27128 27256 27512

1 Vpp Vpp Vpp A15 OE H H H

22 OE OE OE OENpp OE/Vpp Pv

26 n.c. A13 A'3 A13 Vpp Pv Pv Pv

27 PGM PGM A14 A14 CE L L "LI 1J

PGM 1J 1J

for the EPROM. A good way of achieving
the correct height for the DIP switches is
to use wire-wrap sockets or simply three
or four stacked low-profile IC sockets (see
Fig. 2). Much depends on the enclosure
used.
Figure 4 shows a suggested lay-out for

the front panel of the programmer. Make
a photocopy of this drawing and use it as
a template to cut and drill the metal or
ABS front-panel of your enclosure.

SeHing up
Connect the external power supply and
adjust it to an output that results in Table 1. EPROM programming data as set by the EPROM type switch on the front panel.
+10.0 V at point Pv (you may have to wait
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Fig. 4. Suggested front-panel layout shown at true size for easy reproduction.

EB

Pv and adjust YOUT power supply to set
the eorrect value for the device to be
programmed. Next, set the EPROM type
on Sa.
Never insert or remove an EPROM with
the programmer switched on.
And, Hnally, think before actuating the
programrning switch!

a second or tWQ until Tl is turned on).
Adjust PI until the status LED changes
colour. This completes the ad justment
procedure.

Do's and don'ts
There are a few basic rules to keep in mind
when using the mini EPROM pro-
grammer:

• Before inserting an EPROM, always
check the programrning volta ge at point

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990
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Fig. 3. Track layout and component mounting plan of the single-sided PCB for the mini
EPROM programmer. Start the construction with fitting the wire links.

Parts list

Reslstors:
Rl = 8450; 1%
R2 = 2800; 1%
R3;Rs = 560k
R4;Rll;R12= 10k
R5= 1k5; 1 W
Rl = 330k
Rs;R14;R1S= 3300
R9 = 100k
Rl0 = 1MO
R13 = 27k
R15 = 10k
Rll;R1S;R19 = 8-resistor; 9-pin SIL
resistor array 10k
Pl = 5k preset H

Capacltors:
Cl ;C3;C7;C9 = 100n
C2 = 10001l; 40 V '
C4;C5 = 41l7; 10 V; radial
C6;CS = 220n

Semlconductors:
01 = 1N5401
02 = 1N4001
03;04;05 = 1N4148
Os = LEO
07 = 3-terminal bi-colour LEO
Tl = BC327
T2 = BC337
T3;T4 = SC547
ICl = 74HCT221
IC2 = EPROM to be programmed
IC3 = LM317

Miscellaneous:
51 = selt-locklnq push-button; ITW Type 61-
20204000 +.

S2 = momentary action push-button; ITW
Type 61-10204000 +.

S3 = PCS-mount 4-pole 3-way rotary switch.
S4;S5;86 = 8-way DIP switch block.
28-way IC socket (ZIF type prelerred).
PCS Type 890164 (see Readers Services
page).

We regret that the front-panel toil tot this pro-
ject is not available ready-made.

+ ITW Switches • Division 01 ITW LId .• Nor-
way Road • Hilsea • PORTSMOUTH P03
5HT. Telephone: (0705) 694971.

Connect the external power supply and
adjust it to an output that results in Table 1. EPROM programming data as set by the EPROM type switch on the front panel.
+10.0 V at point Pv (you may have to wait

for the EPROM. A good way of achieving
the correct height for the DIP switches is
to use wire-wrap sockets or simply three
or four stacked low-profile IC sockets (see
Fig. 2). Much depends on the enclosure
used.
Figure 4 shows a suggested lay-out for

the front panel of the programmer. Make
a photocopy of this drawing and use it as
a template to cut and drill the metal or
ABS front-panel of your enclosure.

Pin 2764 27128 27256 27512

1 Vpp Vpp Vpp A1S
- - - -

22 OE OE OE OENpp

26 n.C. A13 A13 A13

27 PGM PGM A14 A14

Setting up

Signal 2764 27128 27256 27512

OE H H H

-
OENpp Pv

Vpp Pv Pv Pv

-
L.f L..SCE L L

- 1J 1JPGM
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I
TELEPHONE ANSWERING UNIT

This automatical telephone answering unit, designed by ELV GmbH,
uses a 256-Kbit voice recording circuit to store and replay your

spoken message of up to 15 seconds. Noteworthy features are that it
is available as a complete kit, provides a battery back-up facility, and

does not require alignment. No provision is made, however, to
record incoming calls.

From the an set, it should be made clear
that the telephone answering unit is not
type-approved by British Telecom, and
may not be connected to the public
switched telephone network (PSTN). This
limits Its use to dornestic and office tele-
phone exchanges. In countries other than
the UK, the relevant PIT authorities
should be contacted for information on
type approval.
A digital sound processing circuit in the
telephone answering unit does away with
the need of the more usual cassette or tape
recorder to replay the recorded message.
Apart from its four front-panel mounted
controls, the unit has no parts or controls
subject to mechanical wear and tear.
The unit is 01 the direct-coupled type,

i.e., it does not use a costly transformer
that cornplicates the line interface circuit
and limits the speech bandwidth.

Simple to connect and
operate
The telephone answering unit is simply
connected in parallel with the line termi-
nals inside an existing telephone set. In
most European countries, the telephone
line connections are marked 'a' and 'b', or
'LA' and 'LB'. Although terminals "a' and
"b' have the corresponding indications on
the printed-circuit board, the connections
between the Iine and the telephone
answering unit may be reversed without
causing damage because the input of the
circuit uses a bridge rectifier.
The unit is powered by an inexpensive

mains adaptor with an unregulated out-
put voltage 01 12 VDC at 100 mA.
The on/ off switches and the associated

Indica tor LEDare located at the Jeft of the

front panel. The unit is switched on and
off by briefly pressing the relevant button.
The LED lights at normal intensity if

the unregulated input voltage supplied by
the mains adaptor 15between 12 V and 15
V. A 9 V rechargeable battery inside the
enclosure ensures that the answering urrit
remains operative during mains voltage
interruptions. The 'on' LED lights at re-
duced intensity if the unit is battery-
powered. An internal voltage monitor
ensures that the unit is automatically
switched off when the battery voltage
drops below 7.5 V. When the mains vott-
age ts switched on again, the battery ts
recharged, but the answering unit is not
switched on automatically because the
speech content of its internal RAM is
erased or corrupted. The unit can be taken
into operation again only by switching it
on with the front panel control.
To record a message, press the RECORD

button briefly. The associated LED lights.
Wait one or two seconds before delivering
the message via the built-in condenser
microphone located between the RECORD

key and the LED. Speak at a distance 01
about 20 cm to 50 cm from the micro-
phone. An internal amplifier with level-
dependent gain ensures the best drive
margin for the speech digitizer.
There is no technical reason for the

short pause before the message, but cal-
lers may be unable to hear the first two or
three words of the message because of the
connection noise that is often heard imme-
dia tely after a call is answered.
The telephone answering unit has an

outgoing message length of 15 seconds.
This may appear relatively short, but in
reality allows a message of reasonable
duration to be recorded without having to
speak too quickly.

The LED at the centre 01the lront panel
lights when the recorded message is trans-
mitted. This happens automatically when
the unit answers the ca11.or manually
when the START button is pressed. AI-
though the message can be heard by pick-
ing up the receiver of the
parallel-connected telephone set, the line
driver circuit in the answering unit can
not be overridden by the normal speech
signal. The Iine circuit elimina tes virtually
any external signal that resembles line un-
balance or noise. This means that you can
not hear the calling party, while the call-
ing party hears the answer message only.
The recorded message may be inter-

rupted while it is transmitted by pressing
the OFF key. It should be noted, however,
that this also clears the message.
A new message may be recorded as

often as required by pressing the RECORD

key. The previous message is autcmat-
ically c1eared to make the practical use of
the answering unit as simple as possible.

Circuit description
The circuit diagram in Fig. 1 shows that
the AF signal supplied by the electret
microphone is applied to the -input
(pln 6) 01 opamp OP1 via coupling capa-
citor C7. The gain of the opamp is derer-
mined by feedback resistor Rl1. The
amplified microphone signal at pin 7 is
applied to the comparator Input. pin 29, 01
the voice recorder chip, leI.
The signal conversion and storage cir-

cuit works on the basis of adaptive delta
modulation (ADM). In this process, a
comparator is used to determine whether
the instantaneous level of an analogue
input signal is above or below that of the
reference level established by summation

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990
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Fig. 1. Clrcuit diagram of the telephone answering unit. The answer message is recorded and stored digitally in 256-kbit RAM chip IC2.
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11 COMMUN1CATIONS

of previously taken sam pIes. The result of
the comparison is a 0 or al wh ich is stored
into the memory. The next step involves a
further comparison between the current
input level and the new (adaptively estab-
lished) reference level. The result is an-
other 0 or 1 which goes into the memory.
The digital-to-analogue conversion is

essentially the reverse process, and is
based on current-controlled integration of
the digital memory data. The content of
the memory is fed out sequentially. Any 1
er 0 causes the current output amplitude
to become greater or smaller respectively.
The Type HKA5003M integrated cir-

cuit requires only four external opamps
and a handful of passive components to
handle the D-A and A-D conversions, as
well as the memory addressing. Unfortu-
nately, the scope of this article does not
allow a closer analysis of the internal
operation of the HKA5003M to be given,
so that it has to be treated like a black box.
Random-access memory (RAM) chip

[C, has capacity for storing up to 262,144
bits (Os or 15). At a maximum speech rec-
ording time of 15 s, this results in a data
rate of 17,476 bits per second, which corre-
sponds to 'almest' six bits for an AF input
frequency of 3,000 Hz. Since this 'digital
resolution' is too low to ensure acceptable
quality of the digitized speech signal, the
dynamic response of ICI is boosted. This
is achieved with an internal current
source which is cornposed of quantization
stages, and controlled by a 4-bit shift reg-
ister. The quantiza tion level of the current
source is incremented when the shift reg-
ister contains only Os or I s, and is reduced
to alm ost nought at small input signal le-
vels and low frequencies to eliminate
background noise. The operation of the
quantization stages is not unlike that of a
compander, and ensures acceptable play-
back quality for signals up to 3,000 Hz, i.e,
for most components in the frequency
spectrurn of speech.

Answer circuit
The speech processor chip has an cn-
board refresh controller which allows an
irrexpensive dynamic RAM to be used. All
262,144 bits are read sequentially to trans-
mit the 15-s message. The serial signal at
pin 37 of ICt is applied to integrator Cl9
via R42. Coupling capacitor Czo feeds the
filtered signal to the output driver formed
by OPs, T6 and associated parts. Output
pin 14 of OPs is connected to the base of Te
via R29 and Rso. This causes the collector
voltage of T6 to take a value that results in
equal voltages at the inverting (-) and
non-inverring (+) inputs of opamp OP8.
The -input is held at a reference volta ge
of about +0.6 V by potential divider R43-
R44.With the amplification of the opamp
determined by R47-R48, a volta ge of about
5 V is obtained at the collector of T6, but
onIy when the unit is actuated, i.e., effec-
tively connected to the telephone line.
The reference voltage at junction R43-

R44-R4S-C20 is modulated with the di-
gitized speech signal. As a result, this Is
supenmposed on to the collector voltage

of T6, and from there, on to the telephone
line.
The above situation applies to the

'playback' mode only, i.e., when the urrit
is answering a call. Otherwise, Ts is
turned on, so that the +input of OPs is at
a lower potential than the -input. As a
result, oparnp output pin 8 is at virtually
o V, keeping T6 disabled. The telephone
line terminals (a and b) are at 50 V to 60 V.

Receive circuit
When the extension is called, components
C21and R46 feed ring signals on the line to
a bandfilter around OP7. The alternating
output voltage of OP, is rectified by R39-D,
and applied to combination CI6-R34. After
a few ring pulses, the voltage on C16 ex-
ceeds that at the +input of OP6, wh ich
consequently toggles. The resultant low
level at the output of the opamp causes Ts
to be turned off via R3s. This, in turn,
ceuses the output stage to be enabled via
pin 12 of OPs. The output transistor, T6, is
driven to a level where its collector is at
about 5 V. This enables the telephone ex-
change to detect that the call is being
answered.
Next, Cl4 causes OPs to toggle and sup-

plya high level at its output. The resultant
pulse from Cls-R30 is applied to the base
of T4, whose collector voltage drops brief-
Iy. The START input of ICI, pin 6, is taken
low. The output voltage at pin 37 of the
speech synthesizer rises from 0.5 V to
about 2.0 V when the answer message is
being transmitted. This level enables the
state of comparator OPs to be frozen via
R2s while the message lasts (approx. 15 s),
Capacitor C16 is also charged, so that T5 is
kept off in the absence of a ring signal.
When the recorded message is fin-

ished, the voltage at pin 37 of ICI reverts
to 0.5 V, so that the output of OP5 goes
low, and Cl6 is slowly discharged. When
the voltage on C16 drops below the refer-
ence voltage of OP6, the opamp toggles
and supplies a high level at its output. As
a result, T5 Is turned on, and T6 is tumed
off via OPs so that the answering unit is
disconnected from the telephone ex-
change. It is connected back again by ring
pulses as explained above.

Power supply
In most cases, the mains adaptor is only
lightly loaded, so that its output voltage is
between 13 V and 15 V. The 9 V battery in
the answering unit is charged via R2.
Power indicator D4 passes the current

through series resistor R24 and zener
diode D3, and lights at its nominal intens-
ity.
When button Ta3 (ON) is pressed, the

circuit is powered by T3, which is turned
on via R21. The voltage across regulator
[C, is about 9 V (14 - 5), which switches
on T2 via potential divider R23-Rls. When
Ta3 is released. the circuit remains on by
virtue of Rz3 which feeds a base current
into T3.
Voltage regulator [C, provides the 5 V

supply voltage for the entire circuit. When
the mains voltage disappears, D2 con-

RII.ltoN:
Ra-2700
R20.4700
R7.88OQ
R2s;R24;R.o;Rlio • 1kO
Rte;R'I;R2s. 2k7
R'4.5k6
R,;R3;R4;Ro;R'.;1\37 - 6Ic8
Ra;R'2;R'a;R,.;Rz1 ;R2s;Rao;Rao;
R31;R45 • 10k

RM.15k
R'h 181<
R00_22k
R21.33k
Ra;R3a-47k
R2;R5;R20;R20;R:!, ;R20;R42;R43;
R47_100k

R3a .39011
R.o;R.o.68Ok
R11;Ra2;R34;R4, • fMO
R18_2M7

c.p.cn .... :
C22 - 22p
C, -82p
C.. ;024-1no
C,.;C,.;C,.-1On
C3;C4;C17;C'8;C20;C2, - 47"
C7;CS;CO;C,. - 100n
C,. _ 0.471'; 16 V
C2 _ 4.71'; 63 V
C.;Ce;Cll;C'2;C,., 10Jt; 16 V

SemIconCIucIors:
1C3;ICs - LM324
IC, _ HKA5OO3M
104·7805
102- 41256
T3;T.;Ts. BC547B
T1;T2- BC558
T. -2N3019
Da - 011 - 1N<4OO2
02;0.;07 _ 1N4148
03-ZPD6V8
01;1).;05 - LEO; 3 mm; red

~:
Ta, - Tao. PCB-mount push-bu\IOn.
0Iy 1: CondeMer miC10ph0t 18.
0Iy 1: PP3 baIWy cIp.
QTY1: 3.5mm da. supply socket.
0Iy 6: solde< pin.
10 cm lIghI-duIy wIre.
20cm 2_ fIe_ cabIe.

ducts, so that the 9 V battery takes over
the supply. Although the input voltage of
the regulator drops to about 8 V, the cir-
cuit remains on because T2 conducts. LED
D4 lights at reduced intensity to indicate
that the unit is powered by the battery.
When the battery voltage drops below

8 V, the voltage difference between the
input and the output of IC4 also drops to
a level at which T2 is turned off. Conse-
quently. T3 is turned off, and the circuit is
no longer powered. The power indication
LED goes out.
The battery is charged again as soon as

the mains volta ge is restored, but the tele-
phone answering unit rernains off until

ELEKTOR ELECTRON1CS JANUARY 1990
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Fig. 2. Top views and componenl mounting plans of the keyboard pes and the main pes.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING UNIT 11
Ta3 (ON) is actuated. In most cases, a new
message must be recorded only if the
answering unit has completely run out of
battery power at some time, Fortunately,
this should not be required too often since
the capacity 01 the 9 V battery supplied
with the kit is such that most power cuts
can be coped with.

Length of the message
It will be elear that the time available for
the message is inversely related to the rate
at which it is recorded and reproduced.
The output frequency of the clock oscilla-
tor on board Jet may be changed to indi-
vidual requirements to achieve a message
duration other than 15 seconds as derer-
mined by parts RI and CL The resistor
may be changed within a range of 3.3 kQ
to 15 kQ, with the lower value resulting in
improved speech quality at a short mess-
age duration.

Construction
The printed-circuit boards for the tele-
phone answering unit are shown in Fig. 2.
Start the construction by fitting the 17
wire links and all the passive parts. Next,
fit the semiconductors. The size and
dimensions of the boards are geared to the
ABSenclosure supplied with the kit.
On their completion, the boards are

carefully examined with reference to the
parts list and the component overlay.
Next, position the keyboard peB verti-
cally against the front edge of the main
PCB. The lower edge 01 the keyboard PCB
must protrude at about ].5 mm below the
track side of the main peB. Align facing
solder tracks and join each pair which a
little solder. taking good care not to cause
short-circuits.
Fit the 3.5 mm power supply socket

into a hole in the rear panel and connect
the two light-duty supply wires to the
relevant terminals on the peB. The con-
nection to the telephone line is made di-
rect via a short length of 2-way flexible
cable.
The telephone answering unit requires

no alignment, and is ready for use as soon
as the peBs and the batteries have been
fitted into the case.

A complete kit of parts for the tele-
phone answering unit is available front
the designers' exclusive worldwide
distributors (regreHably nol In the
USA and Canada):

ELVPruce
B.P.40
F-57480 Sierck-les-Bains
FRANC!!
Telepllone: +33 82837213
Fax: +33 82838180
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Fig. 2. Top views and component mounting plans of the keyboard PCBand the main PCB.

TELEPHONEANSWERING UNIT I
Ta3 (ON) is actuated. In most cases, a new
message must be recorded only if the
answering unit has completely run out of
battery power at some time. Fortunately,
this should not be required too often since
the capacity of the 9 V battery supplied
with the kit is such that most power cuts
can be coped with.

Length of the message
It will be dear that the time available for
the message is inversely related to the rate
at which it is recorded and reproduced.
The output frequency of the dock oscilla-
tor on board ICI may be changed to indi-
vidual requirements to achieve a message
duration other than 15 seconds as deter-
mined by parts RI and CI. The resistor
may be changed within a range of 3.3 kn
to 15 kn, with the lower value resulting in
improved speech quality at a short mess-
age duration.

Construction
The printed-circuit boards for the tele-
phone answering unit are shown in Fig. 2.
Start. the construction by fitting the 17
wire links and a11the passive parts. Next,
fit the semiconductors. The size and
dimensions of the boards are geared to the
ABSendosure supplied with the kit.
On their completion, the boards are

carefully examined with reference to the
parts list and the component overlay.
Next, position the keyboard PCB verti-
cally against the front edge of the main
PCB.The lower edge of the keyboard PCH
must protrude at about 1.5 mm below the
track side of the main PCB. Align facing
solder tracks and join each pair which a
little solder, taking good care not to cause
short-circuits.
Fit the 3.5 mm power supply socket

into a hole in the rear panel and connect
the two light-duty supply wires to the
relevant terminals on the PCB. The con-
nection to the telephone line is made di-
rect via a short length of 2-way flexible
cable.
The telephone answering unit requires

no alignment, and is ready for use as soon
as the PCBs and the batteries have been
fitted into the case.

A complete kit of parts for the tele-
phone answering unit is available frorn
the designers' exdusive worldwide
distributors (regrettably not in the
USA and Canada):

ELV France
B.P.40
F-57480Sierck-les-Bains
FRANCE
Telephone: +33 82837213
Fax: +33 82838180
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SIMPLE AC MILLIVOLTMETER

I/lI 1111 1111 1I1I

The third instrument in our series on budget test equipment is a
wideband millivoltmeter with no fewer than twelve ranges, quite
reasonable accuracy, a sensitivity of 200 ~V and a frequency range

from 20 Hz to over 2 MHz.

A sensitive AC milli voltmeter is a useful
instrument even if an osctlloscope is al-
ready available in YOUT electronics work-
shop. This is mainly because signal levels
are easier read frorn a meter scale than
from an oscilloscope screen, which re-
quires counting graticule divisions, multi-
plication by the set sensitivity, and
conversion from the peak-to-peak value
to the rms (root-mean-square) value. The
AC milli voltmeter is also smaller and
more sensitive than the average oscillos-
cope, and in addition may be powered by
batteries. Compared to the digital
multimeter, the AC millivoltmeter offers
a much greater bandwidth. Although
hard to beat for DC measurements, most
DMMs have a frequency range of just
400 Hz which makes jhern really unsutt-
able even for signal tracing and frequency
response measurements in AF amplifiers.
By contrast, the AC millivoltmeter has a
bandwidth of 20 Hz to 2 MHz.
The test instrument described here has

no fewer than 12 measurement ranges
from 0.2 mV to 60 V, and a high input
impedance oll Mn. The highest range,
60 V, allows output voltages of powerful
AF amplifiers to be measured, while the
most sensitive range, 0.2 mv, is suitable
for direct signal level measurements on
microphones and pick-up cartridges.
The choice of the enclosure and the

deaign of the front-panel of the AC milli-
voltmeter are in Une with the two earlier
described instruments.

Circuit description
Since the instrument measures AC volt-
age only. off-set and drift are not norrnally

T. Glffard

problems in the amplifier stages. This
means that integrated differential amplt-
fiers in the form of operational amplifiers
are not needed, and may be replaced by a
circuit based on discrete transistors. The
final version of this circuit was found to
offer good stability at a reasonable band-
width by virtue of the accurately compen-

. SIMPLE AC MILLIVOL TMt:T6R

AVmeasurement range.:
. 0.2 mV; 2 mV; 20 mV: 200 mV; 2 V; 20 V

0.6 mV; 6 mV; 60 mV; 600 mV; 6 V; 60 V

Accuracy:
approx. 5% at 2 MHz WIth seleeted
compeasaIion capacitors In inputatt&-
ouator; appmx 3% at 100 kHz (da-
pending Oll meter error).

• apprOx., 20/081 15kHz; 10%above
15 kHz wlth non-seteeted standard
MJ<:r capacitors in input attenuator.

8andwldth (0.5 d8):
17 Hz 10 2 MHz

Inputlmpadance:
1 Mill/10 pF

8atlery voltage:
nominal:
maximum:

minimum:

9VDO
10VDC
7.5 VDC

Curtenl consumpllon:
7.5 mAtyp. at s V.

sated voltage divider at the Input. and a
PCB design that prevents problems with
wiring capacitance by accommodating the
range switch on the printed-circuit board.

Voltage divider
The circuit diagram in Fig. 1 shows fre-
quency compensation capacitors fitted in
parallel with every resistor in the input
attenuator around rotary switch 51. These
capacitors linearize the frequency re-
sponse above 500 kHz. Ceramic capact-
tors are connected in parallel with larger
MKT (metallized multi-layer theraphte-
late) types as a fine correction to the corn-
pensation at relatively high frequencies. If
possible, the cerarnic capacitors are se-
lected to give a time constant of 11 Ils for
each of the R-C combinations in the volt-
age divider.

Input amplifier
Depending on the position of 52 in the
measurement amplifier, the AC voltage at
the gate of FET Tl that results in Iull-scale
deflection of the meter is either 0.2 mV or
0.6 mV. The gate of the FET forms a very
high impedance so that the voltage
divider is hardly loaded. Components Dr-
D2 and RB protect the gate against over-
voltage. Diedes Di and D2conduct at gate
voltages 01 about +9.6 V and -0.6 V re-
spectively and afford proteetion to about
50 V in the 0.2 mV range. Capacitor Cl3
prevents Ra and its associated stray capa-
citance (the FET, the diodes and the rele-
vant rCB tracks) forming a low-pass filter
that would limit the bandwidth of the mil-
livoltmeter. It should be notcd, however,
that the reactance of Cl3 drops with in-
creasing frequency, which reduces the

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990



protective effect of the diodes at frequen-
cies above 40 kHz or so. The values of RB
and C13are, therefore, a compromise be-
tween bandwidth and protection over a
reasonable frequency range.
FET Tl is not included in the feedback

circuit of the measurement amplifier that
follows it. It has its own feedback resistor,
Ru, to give an amplification of about 1.5
times. R9functions as a drain resistor for
direct voltage only. For alternating volt-
ages, it is decoupled by CISand C16.These
parts decouple the supply voltage and so
heip to stabilize the sensitive input stage.
The OC setting of the FET is determined
by the source resistor: since the gate is
effectively grounded by the resistor lad-
der network, the voltage drop across the
source resistor creates a negative gate
voltage (Lies), which determines the cur-
rent through the drain- and the source
resistors. The resultant bias setting can be
ded uced from the curves in Fig. 2. For a
drain voltage of about +5.5 V, Ru = 6800
to set a drain current of about 1.5 mA at
UGS= 1 V. It should be noted, however,
that FETs in the same Ioss-Up group (here,
the A-type of the BF256 is used) are sub-
ject to a certain production tolerance. For-
tunately, this is of little consequence in
this case because of the low drive level
(below 1 mV).

Measurement amplifier
This consists of a differential amplifier,
T2-T3,followed by a class-A output ampli-
fier. The emitter current of the differential
amplifier is sunk by current source T4,
which uses a LED, D3, to supply a refer-
ence volta ge of 1.8 V. A normal red LED
has a typical volta ge drop of about 1.5 V
and can not be used in this application.
The LED required is either a high-effi-
eieney or an amber type whieh drops typt-
caUy 1.8 V.
With Rn = 1 kQ, T4 sinks a constant

eurrent of 1.2 mA. The output stage also
uses a constant current source, T6. This
eurrent souree forms a high AC resistanee
at the collector ofTs. Compared to a single
colJeetor resistor, the eurrent source
allows a much lugher gain to be achieved.
The previously mentioned referenee volt-
age source, D3,is also used for this second
current source to give a eonstant current
of about 2.5 mA (1.2 VIR,,).
The input FET is OC-coupled 10 the

measurement amplifier and thus deter-
mines the bias setting by means of its
drain voltage of between 4 V and 5 V.The
inverting input of the 'discrete opamp',
T2-T6, is formed by the base of T3.This is
DC-coupled to the ou tput of the measure-
ment amplifier by feedback resistor RIS,so
that the differential amplifier regulates
the direet voltage at the output (collectors
of T5-T6)to the value that exists at the
non-inverring opamp input, the base of Tz.
The overall gain for alternating volt-

ages is either 83 times or 26 times as deter-
mined by switch 52, which selects
feedback resistars RIS-R16or RIS-RI7in
series with a parallel combination of capa-
citors, C17-CI8. This simple switch ar-
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990
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8F256A ...C

~
'" rr"
3-,,1 T
9V :

100"

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the wideband millivoltmeter.

rangement resul ts in two sets of measure-
ment ranges.
Fortunately, the transistors offer stable

operation at relatively high frequencies,
so that frequency compensation with a
small ceramic capacitor is not needed in
the AC feedback network. In practice, Cl4
alone does the job adequately.

C21.The active part consists of a two-stage
amplifier around T7-T8, which uses the
rectifier and the moving-coil meter as part
of its feedback network to aehieve linear
operation. The result is a high sensitivity
of about 21 mV at the input of the rectifier
for full-scale deflection (f.s.d.) of the mov-
ing-coil meter. The double meter scale is
virtually linear, as shown on the front-
panellayout in Fig. 3.
The high as weil as stable amplification

of the instrument results in a measure-

Active rectifier
The signal rectifier is capacitively coupled
to the measurement amplifier by C20and

'fP <V

BF256A BF256A

'0 '0VGS - typ. values
"r- 25 cc typ•• alW!5

VOS-ISV

v -0

VGS-O.SV

1SV
I,SV

c
o

,V
100 TJ (oC) 2lJO

90)004 ·12b

,V
10 vos (V) 20

900004·12 a

o
~ -vcs (V) 2

Fig. 2. BF256A FETdesign data.



=-- TEST AND MEASUREMENT

900004-F1

o •
600#V·60V -a- EIl <i3V MAX.

Fig. 3. Front-panel lay-out (shown at approx. 60%01 true size).

ment range of 200 ~V f.s.d., in which the
lowest signal level that can be measured
reliably is deterrnined by the noise levels
tha t exist in the discrete opamp and, of
course, in the power supply. Consequent-
ly. the meter will not normally indicate '0'
in the 200 ~V range. Capacitors C26and
C27reduce the noise on the supply voltage
lines and compensate the negative effect
of the rising internal resistance of the bat-
tery as this is slowly discharged.
Preset Pi determines the form factor,

i.e., it allows the meter Indicatton to be
reduced frorn the peak-to-peak value to
the corresponding rms value. Note, how-
ever, that the set form factor is only valid
for sine-wave voltages: the AC millivolt-
meter does not contain a true-rrns conver-
ter.
The signal rectifier consists of germa-

nium diodes 04-05. Silicon diode 06 pro-
tects the coil in the meter against
overloading.

Construction and alignment
As with the previous two instruments in
this series, the construction depends en-
tirely on the combination of the printed-
circuit board (Fig. 4), the metal enclosure
and the front-partel layout (Fig. 3).
Together, these give a compact instru-
ment that Is simple to build because the
wiring is kept to aminimum.
The two rotary switches are 6-way

types with a special ring to set the number
of positions. Set the ring to two positions
on 52.The same ring may be orrutted or set
to six positions in the case of the range
selector, S1. Selecr two suitable collet
knobs for the switches and provide them
with an additional pointer arrow opposite
the one already printed on the plastic col-
lar.
The population of the single-sided

printed-circuit board should not present
problems. Be sure to fit a11components as
close as possible to the board, i.e., keep all
component terminals as short as possible.
Check your work every now and then to
prevent a long fault-finding session later.

Fit solder pins at the locations shown be-
tween the rotary switches. Next, bend a
ZO-mm high piece of tin plate to form the
screening as shown on the photographs of
the prototype board.
Cut and drill a suitable aluminium

support plate that can be bol ted on to the
side panels of the LC-850 enclosure. The
completed PCB Is fitted on to this support
plate with the aid of four 10-mm high
threaded rCB spacers.
Use the front-partel foil as a template to

cut and drill the aluminium front panel of
the enclosure. Fit the power LED, the
on/off switch, the moving-coil meter and
the BNCsocket. Connect wires to the LEO,
the switch and the meter, and a short
!ength of screened cable to the BNC
socket.
Remove the rear panel of the enclo-

su re, and insert the support plate with the
PCB on it vertically between the stde brac-
kets of the enclosure. Move the assembly
towards the front of the enclosure until
the rCB is at about 50 mm from the front
panel. This position allows enough room

for the body of the moving-coil meter.
Mark the holes in the side brackets to be
used for securing the support panel. Cut
the rotary switch spindies at the required
distance from the front panel. Check if the
two collet knobs fit, and remove them
again.
The enclosure has ample room behind

the vertically fitted support plate for a 9-V
battery or a battery pack made up of six
penlight types. Rechargeable batteries
may also be used. in which ease it is
necessary to fit a charge socket on the rear
panel of the encJosure. The AC rnillivolt-
meter must never be powered by a mains
adapter without an internal9 V regulator.

Setting up
The instrument is aligned before it is re-
assembled and fitted into the encIosure.
Connect the meter. the on/off switch, the
LED, the BNC socket and a 9-Vbattery. Fit
the knobs provisionally on the switch
spind!es.
Switch on, and check that the eurrent

consumption is 7-8 mA. Use a digital
multimeter to measure the volta ge at the
anode of 03 (+1.8 V) and the positive ter-
mina! of C21(between +5 V and +6 V). The
latter voltage must be virtually equal to
that at the drain of Tr.H this is not the case,
replace the FET, or adapt Rn. Check that
the collector of Te is at about +6.4 V.
Set the instrument to the 60 V ra nge

and adjust the mechanical meter setting to
an indication of O. Connect a sine-wave
generator to a digital multimeter set to
alternating voltage measurement. Set the
generator to a frequency between 100 Hz
and 200 Hz. Connect a 1000:1 vo!tage
divider between the input of the DMM
and the input of the AC millivoltmeter.
This voltage divider consists of a 10 kO:-
and a 10 Q resistor (both at 1% tolerance).
Set the milli voltmeter to the 0.6 V range
end the DMM to the 1 V or 3 V range.
Adjust preset PI for corresponding read-
ings on the DMM and the AC millivo!t-
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Previously featured test equipment in this
series:

Fig. 4. Track layout and component mounting plan 01 the single-sided printed-circuit board for the millivoltmeter.

meter - i.e., disregard the multipliers 1
(V) and 0.001 (mV) - and check the ad-
justment for a couple of amplitude set-
tings on the genera tor.

Check the indications on the milli volt-
meter against those on the DMM. If the
meter scale deviates considerably. try fit-
ting another pair of diedes in positions 04
and D5 (Types BAT85may be used if the
stated germanium diodes are hard to ob-
tatn).

Since 1%-tolerance resistors are used in
the input attenuator, the indications in the
other ranges follow the results of the
above alignment to within 1%.

Trimmer C2 Is adjusted for optimum
compensation at an input frequency of
200 kHz. An oscilloscope and a sine-wave
oscillator are required for this calibration
to compare the indicated levels in the
200 mV ranges. If these Instruments are
not available, set C2 to about two-thirds of
its range to give a capacitance of 10-12 pF.
The prototype shown in the photo-

graphs has a l-dB bandwidth 01 over
4 MHz, and an indication error smaller
than 5% at 2 MHz.

RF inductance meter. Elektor Electronics
October 1989.
LF IHF signal tracer. ELektor Electronics
December 1989.
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990

Parts list C9= 100n
Cl0iC12 = 100 ceramic
C'h 1~0
C,S' 100!'; 10 V
C16;C17;C20;C23 =- 47n cerarme
C,a;C22 • 22011;10 V
C,9 ~ 33;1: 16 V tantalum bead
C2,;C24;C25.2211; 10 V
C2•• 100,,; 16 V

Resistors:
R1:= 1MO; 1%.
R2"" 100ki 1~/Q-
R3. lOk; 1%
R4 .. 1kO; 1%
R.;R,a .1QOU; 1%
As.12n; 1%
Rl. 150U; 1%
A$.4k7
R.;A13.1kO
AlO;A24.1k5
All.6800
A12F 1k2
At<.6k8
R,5.8k2
Rn=3420; 1%
R,S.47U
R'9.470U
R21J;A22. lOk
R2l.1ooU
R2:J.5k6
P, • lOk presst H

Semlconductors:
01;02;0 •• lN4148
03 • amber or high-intensily LEO
(UI. 1.8 V; see text)
0,;05= AA119T,. BF256A
T2;T3;T4;T.;Tl;Ts. BC5SOC
T5.ßC560C

Miscellaneous:
S,;&!. 2-pole 6-way rotary switch for PCß
motmting.
S3 • miniature SPOT swnch.
BTI • 9-V battery withclip.
M1 = 50 ~ movlng-cojl meter e.q., Monacor
Type PM2.
Metal enclosure: H",,80 mrn; W",,200 mm;
0.180 mm. E.g., Tele! LC-8SO {G-I Electro-
nies, P.O. Box 22089, 6360 AB Nuth, Hol-
land}.
PCß Type 900004 (see Readers Services
page).
Front-panel foi190oo04·F (see Readers Se,·
vices page).

Capacitors:
Ct;CZ7"" 100n cerarme
C2 ""15p trimmet
Ca e- 100p polyslyrene (styro!lex)
C4;C14.10p
es.lnO
C7.10n
C, = 100p
CS;C13"" 100 ceramic

.
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Fig. 4. Track layout and component mounting plan ot the single-sided printed-circuit board tor the millivoltmeter.

meter --:-i.e., disregard the multipliers 1
(V) and 0.001 (mV) - and check the ad-
justment for a couple of amplitude set-
tings on the generator.
Check the indications on the milli volt-

meter against those on the DMM. If the
meter scale deviates considerably, try fit-
ting another pair of diodes in positions D4
and Ds (Types BAT85 may be used if the
stated germanium diodes are hard to ob-
tain).
Since 1%-tolerance resistors are used in

the input attenuator, the indications in the
other ranges follow the results of the
above alignment to within 1%.
Trimmer C2 is adjusted for optimum

compensation at an input frequency of
200 kHz. An oscilloscope and a sine-wave
oscillator are required for this calibration
to compare the indicated levels in the
200 mV ranges. If these instruments are
not available, set C2to about two-thirds of
its range to give a capacitance of 10-12 pF.
The prototype shown in the photo-

graphs has a I-dB bandwidth of over
4 MHz, and an indication error smaller
than 5% at 2 MHz.

Previously featured test equipment in this
series: -

RF inductance meter. Elektor Electronics -
October 1989.
LF/HF signal tracer. Elektor Electronics
December 1989.
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POWER LINE MONITOR I 
The +5 V voltage for the power 11nc 

monitor is provided by a standard power 
supply based on a mains transformer and 
a fixed-voltage regulator, ICz. Note that 
the use of this supply does not mean that 
the low-voltage part of the circuit is safe 
to touch. 

Re: 
R*,l 
R A =  i d u % ~  1-/O 
Ra = i8R7 1% 
R5 = 26131 l", 
R6 = 8LX6 1% 
R? = 41232 loo 
Rs . 1311 1% 
R?= look 1 W 
Rlo = 82052 
R I >  = 680k 
R t z R i -  = 470Q 
R13 = 4k7 
Ri4 = 4M7 
R > 5 =  lOk 
Rc6 = 270k 

Ds = L E D  5 mm green 
Di:De:Ds;Dto = IN4148 
D7 = 1 N4001 
Dn =LED: 5 mm: red 
TT = BC5470 
ICI = 74HCT221 
IC2 = 78105 
IC3 = CNY21 or lL10 (Siemens; Electro 
Value Ltd.) 

Construction and initial test 
With safety in mind, it is best to construct 
the circuit on the printed-circuit board 
shown in Fig. 3. This board is mounted 
into a so-called power supply enclosure 
which is supplied complete with line and 
neutral pins for plugging into a mains 
outlet. 

Capacitor C8 is not shown on the over- 
lay, but may be connected in parallel with 
R I ~  at the track side of the board. The 
rotary switchmust bea type with a plastic 
shaft, and the push-button must be fitted 
recessed, so that none of its metal parts 
protrude from the enclosure. 

All equipment connected toK2 must be 
powered from a separate supply, battery 
or adapter. 

The operation of the monitor is simple 
to verify by pluggingit intoa mainssocket 
and switching a nearby fluorescent tube 
on and off a few times. Set to the most 
sensitive range (50'4, the monitor is near- 
ly always triggered if the mains outlet is 
on thesame line as, and within 10m from, 
the tubelighting. The number of 'hits'will 
be found to decrease as the sensitivity of 
the monitor is lowered, and the distance 
to the tube is increased. m 

Mlscellanec 
S1 = 2-pole I 
mounting: pl 
Sz = miniature pusn-10-ma~e Dunon. 
Bz! = 5-V ac 
FI =fuse: 5( 
holder. 
Trt = 9 V;O.Ss V H  mams rransrormer, 
K1 = 2.way mainsrated I 
K2 = 2-way lerminal bloc 
ABS malns supply case: 
sions: 120~65x40 mm. 

bus: 
;-way rotary 
astic spindle 

, . 
switch for P' 

.me buzzer. 
1 mA slow: v 

Capacliors: 
Ci = lnO; 630 V 
Cz;C5:C7 = 1001. 
C3 = 470j1; 25 V; radial 
Ca = lpO 
C6: 

lerminal bloc 
k. 
outside dim, 

vices radial 

m: 

qeaders Ser 

spike. The detection circuit may be tested 
by pressing S2; this causes lCih to be trig- 
gered manually. 

The Q output of ICib drives an opto- 
coupler, ICz, to create a potential-free out- 
put, i.e., an output that is not at mains 
potential and, therefore, safe (within 
limits) for connection to other equipment. 
Connector K2 may be wired to the input 
of, for instance, an event counter to estab- 
lish the number of spikes that occur dur- 
ing a certain period. The output may also 
be used to stop a digital clock, or for other 
time-keeping purposes, to enable the 
origin of the spike to be traced. Another 
application is the use of a storage oscillos- 
cope to determine when and why a par- 

ticular computer broke down owing to a 
mains surge. 

Because of thelimited drivecapacity of 
the 74HCT221, the LEDin theoptocoupler 
is not fed with its maximum current. This 
means that the external collector resistor 
for the optocoupler must not be smaller 
than 10 kR to ensure that the phototran- 
sistor is just driven into saturation. 

Be sure to connect theexternal collector 
resistor and the emitter of the optocoupler 
to the positive supply and ground respec- 
tively of the recording equipment 
(whether digitalor analogue),never to the 
+5 V and ground lines of the power line 
monitor, since these may be at mains 
potential. 

DC-AC converter wire must be fitted in the relevant PCB 
hole. RREC 
Vocal eliminator 
July/August 1989, supplement p. 5-6 

Only when used in conjunction with the 
external timebase circuit, the 4047 in the 
converter supplies an output signal with 
a duty factor other than 0.5. This causes 
the primary transformer winding to 
become saturated, and the dissipation in 
the power transistors to rise to uncon- 
trollable levels. To prevent this happen- 
ing, fit wire links 2-3 and 4-5 to keep the 
4047 operating in the astable mode. Con- 
nect pin 2 of the timebase circuit (100 Hz 
signal) to pin 3 of the 4047 via a 10 kR 
resistor. Remove RI and C1 from the main 
converter board. 

Attention: none of the above changes 
applies to the free-running version of the 
power converter. 

Simple AC millivolt meter 
January 1990, p. 22-25 Pins 5 (+input) and pin 6 (-input) of 

opamp A2 must be transposed in the cir- 
cuit diagram. In the circuit diagram, Fig. 1, the voltage 

shown at the base of Ti is measured with 
respect to the positive supply rail. Voice recorder from Texas 

Instruments Dark-room clock 
February 1990, p. 62-66 June 1989, p. 43-45 

The supply voltage pin numbers of ICz, 
IC, and ICd are given incorrectly in the 
circuit diagram in Fig 6 .  

Pins 18 of IC2 and ICz, and pin 4 of IC4, 
must beconnected to ground. Pins 9 of IC2 
and IC3, and pin 8 of Ice, must be con- 
nected to +5 V. 

The valueof R17 (1 kR) is best increased to 
10 kR to prevent T6 overloading the Q13 
output of ICI, which may cause erroneous 
clocking of ICI. 

In Fig. 4, pin 9 of ICI should also be 
circled to indicate that a through-contact 

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH 1990 
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ALL-SOLID-STATE PREAMPLIFIER f

PART2 - VOLUME CONTROL STAGES 83°\1°
by T. Giffard

In this second and final part of the article we describe the volume
and balance control stages, followed by the construction of the

complete preamplifier.

Like the eMDS switches descnbed in Part
1, the volume control switches are con-
nected in an amplifier circuit in such a way
that they have no potential drop across
them. This results in very low distortion,
so that the preamplifier can be used in top-
quality stereo Installations.
The basic principle of the volume con-

tral circuit is illustrated in Fig. 9. Since it is
not easy to design an electronic switch
with, say, fifty positions, two cascaded at-
tenuation networks, each consisting of
eight voltage dividers, are used.
Each network is switched in steps of
1.25 dS and the second (coarse) in steps of
10 dB. When the 'fine' attenuator reaches
maximum attenuation (8 x 1.25 :=10 dß).
the 'coarse' one is switched by one step
(= 10 dB). A total attenuation of 78.75 dB in
8 x 8 = 64 steps is therefore provided. This
number of steps could not be provided by

a standard rotary switch,
Each attenuator secnon is resisnvely

coupled to the input of an 8-to-l multi-
plexer. The output of each multiplexer is
applied to the inverting input of an op-
amp, so that there is no voltage drop
across the multiplexers.
A control circuit ensures that the multi-

plexers are switched correctly and that the
attenuators for the left- and rtght-hand
channels can be used independently with
the aid of balance switches.
Apreset key makes it possible for the

volume to be set to a predetermined posi-
tion.

Circuit description
In the circuit diagram of Fig. 10, the buf-
ferred signals from the input circuits are
fed to the 'fine' attenuator (R94 -Rnn for

8101
MUX

ccarse
(10 - dB - sieps)

fine
(1,2S-dB·sleps)

control

890170-11'11

Fig. 9. Fundamental set-up 01the volume eontrol clrcuit,
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Calculation of voltage dividers

Each ofthe voltage dividers in the attenu-
ators of Fig. 9 is basically configured as
shown below.

Uino--

R'[
t_----+

"[] [~)

[ÜX'Uin

-'890170.,1-14

Each voltage divider is formed by resis-
tors Ra and Rb. the ratio of whose values
depends on whicb brancb of the divider
they are located in. The 10 kQ resistor is
connected via the multiplexer to the in-
verting input of the opamp (virtual
earth), so that, as far as the potential di-
vider is concerned, it is connected to
earth.
The voltage at the junction of the resis-
tors is xUin, where x is the attenuation
faetor (no attenuation: x = 1; maximum
attenuation: x = 0).
In the computation, the value ofRa + Rb
ia taken as 10 kQ, which gives a value for
x of:

Rb//lOkQ
x= R bl/iO kQ + Ra

and for Ra of (10 kQ - Rb).
Substituting these values and re-
arranging the formula for x, gives a value
(in km for Rb of

IO-~+ /(~_IO)2+400
Rb= x, x

2
If it is desired to change the value of the
steps, x must be replaced by 10y/20, where
y is the desired attenuation in dB per
step. Remember that from the result for
each step the result of the previous step
must be deducted. Resistance values so
calculated must, where necessary, be
rounded to the nearest standard value.
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Fig_10. Circuit diagram 01 the volume and balance control stages.
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the left-hand channel and Rllo-R117 for
the right-hand channel). Each branch
of the attenuator is connected via a
10 kn resistor to the firat multiplexer
([C27 and IC29 for the left-hand and
right-hand channels respectively. The
outpur of the 'fine' attenuators is ap-
plied to the 'coerse' attenuators,
R102-R109 and R118-R125, via buffers
A20 and A12 respectively. The output
of the 'coarse' attenuators is applied to
a second multiplexer, IC28 and IC30 re-
spectively, each of which is followed
by a buffer, A19 and A21.

Buffers A 19 and A21 are configured
rather differently from A10 and A22, in
that they have an additional, comple-
mentary pair of transistors, T2-T3 and
T5-T6.
The three diodes between the bases

of these transistors ensure an adequate
quiescent current.
The output impedance of these cir-

cuits is very low, so that long Ieads to
the power amplifiers will not cause
any problems.

The 22 n resistors, R174 and R179,
provide short-circuit protection. The
outputs may be connected d irect to
600 Q headphones.

The relay contacts at the outputs
connect the outputs to earth to obviate
audible clicks when the mains is
switched on or off. It was not possible
to replace the relay by an electronic
device. Fortunately, the contacts are
not in the signal path, so that the
sound quality can never be affected by
them.

The multiplexers are switched by
Type 4029 preset up/ down counters:
IC23-IC24 for the left-hand ehannel and
IC25-IC26 for the right-hand ehanne!.
DIP switches allow the volume to be
preset to individual taste. Each time
the preamplifier is switched on or
when the reset key is pressed, the pre-
set counter pcsitions are assumed.

The carry-out pins of the counters
are interconnected in a manner to en-
sure that the gates which prcvide the
cloek pulses, N2 for IC23-IC24 and Nt
for IC25-IC26, are both bloeked the mo-
ment one of the counters reaches
nought or maximum. This arrange-
ment ensures that the balance setting
is maintained when the volume is ad-
justed to nought or maximum.

The plus and minus volume keys
are connected to start/ stop oscillators
N7 and Na respectively. A momentary
depression of a key causes a single
pulse at the output of the associated
gare, while a sustained depression
causes a pulse train. If the speed of
this control is found to be too low, it
may be increased by lowering the
value of Cs1 and Cs3, and possibly also
of Css and Cs7.

The pulses associated with the
+key are fed to N3 via 01 and to N4
via D6. The ensuing signals are taken
to the dock inputs of the counters via
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N2 and NI respectively.
When the -key is pressed, the gener-

ated pulses are passed to the clock inputs
of the counters via D3-N3-N2 and Ds-N4-
NI respectively
Two bistables, Ns-N6 for the left-hand

channel and N9-N10 for the rtght-hand
channel, provide a signal that drives the
up/down Inputs of the counters. The level
of this signal depends on which key is
pressed.
The circuit of the balance control is vir-

tually identical with that of the volume
control. An exception is that the bistables
are configured in a way that causes the
left-hand counter to receive an 'up' signal
when the right-hand counter gets a 'down'
stgnal. Thus, if the left-hand balance key is
pressed, the left-hand counter counts up
and the nght-hand counter counts down.
Pressing the reset key returns the circuits
to the position set by 51-54. That position
need not be the same for the two channels.
This is useful where, for instance, there is a
small difference in balance between the
two speakers.
The power supply provides aseparate

voltage for energizing the output relay. Be-
cause of the (relatively) low value of C8S,
the relay is deenergized irnrnediately the
mains is switched off. On power-up, there
is a delay provided by R180-C7l-T4.
The remeinder of the preampliher is

powered by the regulated, symmetrical
voltage provided by 103 and JC34.

Construction
Populating the PCB shown in Fig. 11
should not present any problems. All ICs
and OlL switches rnay be mounted in
sockets, but this is not obligatory.
The two electrolync capacitors in the

power supply are typcs that should be
mounted upright. Each of the regulator JCs
should be fitted on a heat sink.
It is convenient to provide a11connex-

ion points with a sold er pin. Not, by the
way, that for each control signal two solder
pins may be fitted: this will facilitate the
possible extension with remote control at a
later date.
It is advisable to set all DIP switches to

zero before the board is installed in the en-
closure. The counters are then at nought at
first power-up and that is a safe starting
point.
The preamplifier rnay be installed in a

19-inch, 2-unit (88 mrn) high, enclosure.
The enclosure used for the prototypes ~ see
Fig. 12 - has a double front panel. Rectan-
gular holes are cut in the back of this panel
over which the control boards are screwed.
If an enclosure with a single front panel is
used. the three control boards may be fit-
ted direct to the rear of the panel with the
aid of small meta! brackets.
The LED located on the board with the

volume and balance conrrcls should be
bent sideways by a few millimetres so that
it comes directly behind the relevant open-
ing in the front panel.
Note that self-adhesive foils for the

front and rear panels of the enclosure are
available through the Readers' service (see
Fig. 13).
The boards for the input and system

control stages dealt with in Part 1 should
be fitted near the left-hand side of the rear
panel.
The board for the volume and balance

control stages should be fitted at the left-
hand centre of the enclosure in such a way
that the relays are located nearest the input
boards, The mains transformer, the mains

on-off switch and the rnains cable entry
should be fitted at the extreme right-hand
rear of the enclosure, as far away as possi-
ble from the printed-circuit boards.
Note that the mains earth should be

connected only to the appropriate termi-
nal on the volume control board.
A wiring diagram for the compIete

preamplifier is shown in Pig. 14. For all
analogue stgnals suitable screened cable
should be used; all other connexions ruay
be made in standard insulated circuit wire.

D

A

"'"R9
" A •A

" Ag
" '" ooo 'Cl Rl.

Fig. 11.Cornponenl rnounling side of Ihe prlnted-clrcult board for Ihe volurne and balance centrot.
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PartsJiSf

Resistors;
Rw;R63;B66;R69;Rn- R75;R9';R92 = lOk
R'";Ra4;R67;Rro;R76' lOOk
Rs2;A6s;!l6s;R7t;R77 - RB.;
R'66-RI69.1MO
Ila9;Roo =:l30k
A93= 2k2
R94;R"0' 7500; 1%
R95;R111• 7870; 1%
R96;A9sjAliZ',R11-4-= 8060; 1%
R97;R1l3 = 8250; 1%
A99;R104;R11S;R120'" 7680; 1%
R100;R116"" 7150; 1%
Rio1:;R117 .. 4k53; 1%
R102;R118 =-6k04; 1%
Rl03;RH9 = 2k80; 1°/(>
RlOS;R121 .. 226Q; 1%
Rl00;R.t22 "" o9!l8; 1%
, A107;Rtz3= 2105; 1%
Rl08;R124 ""60:81: 1%
Rl09;Rt25 = 31)16; 1%
Rl26-R1S4;Rt4ß -R1S4:
R156-R164= 1Ok; 1%
R'35jR14S;Rl55;R165 ""4k'99j 1%
A170;R171;'R17S;RI7e;R180,.",47k
R!72;R173;R117;R'78 ee 100;00.6 W
R174;R179 = 220; 0.6 W
Ri.';R'83 = 6800
A1S2;R134 "" 3k3

C.apacllors;
csc - C,.;C60;C', ;C.. ;C67;C74- ceo:
C"";C.,,, l00n
C69;CB3;C6.;C.9. ?20n
C62;Cs4;C,,;C70" 3Sp
Cn" 100~; f6 Vi radial
C12;C1~.1~; MKT
C61;C.2 " 220011; 16 V; radial
C83;Cs4 = 4711; 10 V
Cas .100!1; 16 V; radial'

.SemJconduclors:
0, - 019. lN4148
0.0" lED; red; 3 mm
D21;Dzz " 1N4001

. B, • ß6QC1500
T, .BC516
T2;T5"BC55QC
T3;T5 ,,"'8C56OC
T.. BC517
JC.o -IC"" • 4093
ICza - !Cee " 4029
ICv -IC30 " 4051
ICa, ;JC,." NE5532
fC33.LM317
ICahLM337

Miscellaneous:
S, - 54 " 4-way DIP switch bleck,
Re,;R9l! = peB-mount 12-V relay; •. g. Sie-
mens V23101-AOOO6-Bl01.
Oty 2: haa1sfnk Oor IC33 and JC",).
Tri '" toroidallransformer 2x9 V @15 VA:
e.g. Type 03011 (240 V malns; Jaytee Eie<:'-
.tronie Salvices) orType 0101 j (220 V
malos).
Enc!osure; 25 or 30 cm deep: 8.g. ESM
Type ER48I09.
FuSed chassis plug fOT maios cord: e,g. EIe<> .
troMail stockpo. 461-639.
Fuse: 100 mA sIow.
PCB Type 890170.2-(see Readers Services
page),
• Front and raar panel foils TyPl>S 89017Q-F1
and -F2 (see Readers Services page).
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Fig. 12. General views of Ihe prototype of the preamplifier

Fig. j 3. Self·adhesive foils are available for the front and rear panels.
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89<1170 ·11·13

Fig. 14. Wiring diagram for the complete preamplifier.

Some ribbon cables were already described
in Part 1 and these may now be shortened
where necessary. If the connectors are dis-
mantled carefully, they may be refitted to
the (shortened) cable without any prob-
lems.

After all the boards are fitted and inter-
connected, a few simple checks can be car-
ried out. Make sure that DIP switches 52
and 54 are OFF, otherwise there is the Iike-

lihood of a deafening sound from the loud-
speakers when the preamplifier is con-
nected into the audio system.
After the mains has been switched on,

it should be possible to seleet all the inputs
for tape-out and Iine-out. The volume and
balance controls rnay also be tested: the
LED should light when the minimum and
maximum positions are reached. Briefly
pressing the reset key should bring the vol-

urne back to the preset value.
Finally, you will have noticed that the

preamplifier is DC-coupled throughout
and normally this should not create any
problems. However, if the input of your
power amplifier has no capacitors, it may
be advisable to connect a couple of good-
quality capacitors (for instance, 4.7-10 I1F
metallized polypropylene or polystyrene
types) in the line outputs.
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VIDEO MIXER
PART 1: VIDEO SWITCHING BOARD 11.r8130V\ '

A. Rigby

Recent developments in consumer electronics have boosted the
popularity of video recorders, portable cameras and camcorders to
such an extent that the film camera has become a thing of the past.
Video enthusiasts who want to edit and mix recorded material from
various video sources, and in addition require special fade-in and
fade-out effects, will delight in building and using the advanced

mixing desk presented here.

Not so lang ago. a small fortune would
buy a bulky video recorder effering mono
sound, a primitive programming facility
and just acceptable pieture quality if the
tracking control was re-adjusted frorn
time to time. Today's camcorders
(camera-recorders) cost less than these old
VeRs, but offer significantly improved
sound and picture quality. Stereo sound.
Super- VHS and all-digital recording rech-
niques are already available but will take
some time to become established in the
consumer markets.
In spite of all its technological benefits,

the camcorder has one disadvantage
when compared to, say, an 8-mm film
camera: editing reeordings requires a
mixer, of which there appear to be few
around that can be purchased read y-made
at a reasonable price.
The video mixer / effects unit described

here allows a up to three video signals to
be combined into one video output signal.
The mixer also offers a number of special
effects which result in attractive fade-in,
fade-out and superimpose effects.
An irnportant proviso must be men-

tioned at the outset: depending on the
number of video sources connected to the
mixer, at least one (two sources) or two
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990

(three scurces) must have an external syn-
chronization input. One video source al-
ways serves as the master sync source, the
other (one or two) are externally syn-
chronized.
The mixer always mixes two signals.

even when three signals are applied. 1t
does not allow three signals to be shown
simultaneously. The mixing options are:

video 1with video 2
video 1with video 3
video 2 with video 3

Again remember that video SOUTcesthat
lack an external synchronization input
can not be mixed. The reason for this is
probably familiar to those who have ex-
perience working with video signals. but
may be less obvious to many other
readers. Mixing video signals is essen-
tially alternate switching between lines of
two TV pictures. To rnaintain phase syn-
chronism between the two pictures, their
picture line content must start at the same
instant. The synchronization pulses in the
video signal serve to time this Instant. The
sync pulse frequencies of the two video
sources will not be equal if the syncs are
derived from free-running dock circuits

as used in most portable cameras. Hence,
a single synchronization source is re-
quired to prevent the two pictures 'float-
ing' with respect to one another in the
mixed image.
It would not be fair to say that the

video mixer is a sirnple-to-build project.
The final design is relatively complex, and
construction is only recommended to
readers who have experience in working
with video stgnals. and who are confident
of their soldering skills.

Lozenge-insertion: one 01 the many picture
mixing effects.
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Two block diagrams
The basic operation of the video mixer is
best understood by looking at the block
diagram in Fig. 1. The three blocks shown
in the drawing represent the three circuits
that make up the video mixer. Each circu it
is constructed on aseparate pr inted-cir-
cuit board. This first instalment of a four-
part article deals with the video switching
board. Part 2 discusses the modulation
board, and Part 3 the keyboard. Part 4,
finally, addresses matters related to the
adjustment and practical use of the video
mixer.
The block diagram shows four inputs,

VIDEO I, VIDEO H, VIDEO III and VIDEO EXP.
The first three accept the video stgnals
that are to be mixed. Input VIDEO I takes
the master signal that ensures the central
synchronization. The video source con-
nected to this input does not require an
extern al synchronization Input, and must
always be present to provide the master
sync signals for the other video sourcefs).
The other two inputs, VIDEO 11 and
VIDEO JII, are identical, and take signals
from sources synchronized with VIDEO 1.

The fourth mixer input, VIDEO EXP (ex-
pansion Input), takes an additional signal
that may be routed to the monitor when
none of the other inputs is being used.
This 'stand-by' signal may be supplied by
a test chart generator or Iogomat. It can
not be mixed with the other channels.
The video mixer has four outputs. The

BLACK-BURST (Bß-video) output supplies
the composite synchronization signal for
the video sources. Outputs PROGRAM and
MONITOR are electrically identical and
supply the mixed video output signaL The
PREVIEW output, finally, allows the video-
1, video-2, video-S, or the mixed video
signal to be viewed independently of the
other outputs.
The video switching board divides the

synchronization signal recovered from
video-l between the sub-circuits, The con-
trol signals for the modulation and the
switching board emanate from the key-
board circuit (to be discussed in Part 3).
The function of these control signals,
marked SCxx, will be reverted to in due
course.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of

the video switching board. The input buf-
fers are at the left, the outputs at the right.
Electronic switches at a number of Joca-
tions select the required signals. The con-
trol blocks at the top of the diagram are
used to generate the sync signals and en-
able the colour burst in the master signal
to be inserted a t the right instant into the
output stgnal. In the mixer circuit, the
horizontal and vertical sync signals are
available separately in true as weIl as in-
verted form. The KEYOUT output allows a
kind of picture-in-picture effect to be
aehieved: one particular colour 1S
removed from the picture on one channel,
to be filled in by corresponding areas in
the picture on the other channeL This ef-
feet is often used in TV news broadcasts to
create a background for (apparently Iargel

I~~( X X X )

QMains "- = .:
a 0 1;\

w aC Cs: s: c-. s:
PROGRAM __

SC1- SC18 "" r I Video MONITOR '><
> Switching PREVIEW '><
V I I Board BB VIDEO '><

I I ~
I I > > -tI I 'l' m I+
I I • •~
I I Vsync •

Keyboard
I I Vsync

I I Hsync

I-I HSW
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the video mixer. The circuit is accomodated on three printed-cir-
cuit boards.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the first module, the video switching board.
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the video switching module in the mixer.
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• RADIO AND TELEVISIONEil

1 lInellme

2 Une.)'n~
3 eetcur burst dela)'

• colour bure.

5 clamplng 1101

® '"
87304-1-14

Fig. 4. Plctureline timing.

weather maps.

Switching unit: the
practical circuit
Although the circuit is fairly complex, the
diagram in Pig. 3 gtves a good insight into
the operation of the video switching
board.

The video signal applied to the VIDEO I
input, socket 1<3, serves to synchronize all
other sources. Opamps Ie2, IC3a and 1Ub
form a synchronization separator. Circuit
IC2 clamps the input signal, while IC3<1and
the associated filter recover the line sync
pulses. These trigger IC5a, a monostable
multivibrator (MMV), whose outpur pul-
ses have a fixed length of 60 us. These
pulses keep a second MMV, lCsb, from
being started by interference during the
picture line time, and ensure that a 4 us
horizontal sync pulse is genera ted by ICsb
at the end of the Une only. This gives a
total time of 64 us for the Iine content and
the sync pulse, as shown in Fig. 4. The first
picture information appears in the line
121.1s after the start of the Une sync pulse.
The third MMV, IC6a, ensures that the line
sync pulse and the colour burst recovered
from video 1 are applied to a11other video
signals. This is achieved by NAND gate
N9 switching multiplexers ICll and Iel2 in
a way that video-I signals present during
an 11 IlS interval around the line sync
pulse are passed to the output (by pre-se-
lection on the A/B input).
Circuit IC6b generates a clamp pulse of

approximately 1 us before the start of the
picture line content. The clamp pulse ser-
ves to define the absolute black Ievel as a
direct-vottage reference in the video stg-
nal.
The analogue circuitry on the video

switching board starts at the left of the
circuit diagram with three input buffers
around transistors Tl, T2 and T3. These
ensure tha t the video sources are termi-
nated into the correct impedance, and fur-
ther ensure sufficient drive for use at
various points in the circuit. The Inputs

asa well as the outputs of the buffers are
in series with parallel combinations of a
solid (MKM) and an electrolyttc capacitor
to ensure a low reactance over a wide
frequency range, which ensures that both
the verticai and the horizontal sync pulses
are passed undistorted. Each buffer out-
pu t can be short-circuited by an electronic
switch to give the required reference black
level. The electronic switches are contrcl-
led by the clamping pulse.
There is a fair number of electronic

switches between the buffers and the out-
put. These switches are control1ed from
the keyboard cireuit and select the two
video signals that are to be mixed. The
selected signals are first buffered for the
benefit of two mixing effects.
First, the opamps used allow the sig-

nals to be mixed by potentiometer P4. The
mixed video signal at the wiper is passed
through a series of electronic switches be-
fore it arrtves at the output buffers, IC13,
IC" and ICI5.
Second, the amplifier that follows the

mixer stage is used for the superimpose
effect. Although the circuit around poten-
tiometer Pr looks similar to the mixer
stage, it works altogether differently.
Transistors T4 and Te ensure sufficient
buffe ring between the mixer and the
superimpose stage, while potentiometer
Pi forms an adjustable short-circuit be-
tween the two video stgnals. which are
mixed in a way that ensures that their
brightest picture areas are passed to the
output. Effecttvely. a relatively dark area
in one picture is covered by a brighter one
at the same location in the other picture.
Switches N20 and N22determine the video
channel selection if the superimpose func-
tion is not used (Pt set to maximu m).
Circuits rell and TCll have a number of

funetions related to the control of the
video switching board. These functions

will be reverted to in Part 2. For now, it is
sufficient to say that ccntrol lines SCl
thraugh SC8 are connected to switches
that select the video signal that is to be fed
to the ou tput.
As will be seen in Part 2 of this articJe,

the pattern generator on the modulation
board controls lines SC15 through SC18 to
enable two pictures to be mixed via an
intermediate effect.
The circuit around opamp rcs raises

the video signal at the VIDEO Il input to a
level suitable for driving the keying input
on the modulation board.
The power supply is quite simple.

Every board has Its own regulator, whieh
takes the unregulated supply voltage
from the central power supply. The video
switching board has two local regulators,
rC22 and IC23 to provide the symmetrical,
regulated supply voltages 01 +5 V and -
5 V.

Construction
The printed-circuit board for this part of
the project is a relatively large, double-
sided and through-plated type, which is
available ready-made. The component
overlay shows that the board is fairly
densely popula ted.
Use F'Cß-mount phono sockets for the

video inputs and outputs as indieated on
the component mounting plan. The syn-
chronization signals, the supply voltage
and the potentiometers are eonnected via
solder pins. rCB headers KSWI and KSW,
mate with roc sockets fltted on short flat-
cables that cannect the video switching
board to the keyboard unit and the mod u-
lator board.
Start the construction with fitting all

connectors, solder pins and phono soc-
kets. Then follow the passive camponents.
Arnple decoupling is provided by inex-

Completed prototype of the video switchlng board.
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Fig. 5. Component mounting plan of the video switching board. The input and output cables are connected 10pce-mcunt phono sockets.

Parts list RZ5~2700
Pt = 2k5logarithmic potentiometer
Pz;p, ,. lOk preset H
P. ~2k5linear potennometer

Dz-o.= lN4001
IC,;jC~;ICt3;IC";IC15 =MAX452
ICz=LF356N
IC3= lM3l9N
IC.=74LS05
IC.;IC •• 74HCT123
IC.;IC,o • lM31 ON
ICt1;ICt. = 74HCT157
IC,. -IC., = 74HCT4066
IC22= 7805
IC23.7905 .
Tt - T5 = BC547B

Resistors:
R,;R sa;R73;R1. =6&l
R2:R2ß:R61:R12;Rn= 6190 (E96)
A3;As:Rs;R1S;R2a;A35;R39;R6S;R6&;R70;
R1j;R75;R76.1ko
R4:R2.;R64;R69;R14 = 150k
Re. 220k
R7;R18"- R21;R23,.. 4k7
R9 .. 22k
R1O;Rtt =47k
Rt2;R17 = 4700
R32jR36;R40;R4ß~R49 ""2k2
R2, =27k
Rts;R16;R4z- R.. :R.. ;R5t - Re!>. lOk
R22.6k6
R24;R30;R34;R38.:= 820
R,1.2k7
Rt4;R:n;R37;R4,;R47. lOOk

.

Capacllo,S:
Ct - C1;C9;Ct6;C17;C30;C3t;C34:C35:
Cas - C43:C .. - C ••• l00n
C.~ 100
C60:C .. = 4701': 16 V; radial
C".820p
Ctz.2n2
C13 =r560p
C10;C15;C1S;C20;C22;C24;Cre;C2.8;C33;
C37"'" iOn
C,.;C23;CZ1. 1001'; 16 V; radi1\!
C14;CZ,;C25;C29;C3z;C"" = l0i'; 16 V: radial
C44;C.5 • 330n

Misce/laoeous:
Kj - K•• PCS-mount phono socket,
KSWt • 26-way pln header.
KSW2 = 20-way pln header.
PCS Type 87304·1 (see Readers Services
page).

Semiconductors:
D, = 1N4148

pensive miniature 100 nF ceramic capa ci-
tors. TC sockets may be used, but are not
strictly required. Note that many electro-
lytic capacitors are radial (PeB-mount)
types to save board space.
Bend the terminals of the voltage regu-

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990

Iators at right angles and secure these de-
vices with a short M3 bolt. The regulators
remain cool under normal canditions, and
da not require heat-sinks.
Pinally, check YOUf work so far.lnspect

the completed reB for incorrectly fitted

parts and short-circu its. The adjustment
of P2 and P3will be discussed in Part 4 of
this article.

Ta be ccntinued next month



COMPONENTS LIST

~:
I 47K
I 4K7
3 1000
I l3kn2
I 101<0
I 5kn6
I 1kn5

RI
R2
R3;R4;R9
R5
R6
R7
RB

~:
2 10p.F 16V 1antaIum

bead
2 33pF
7 I OOnF ceramle

CI;C4

C2;C3
C5-C11

Semlconductors:
I 8031 or 8OC31
I 74HC373
I PROM 748472

(see note)
I 6264
I 74HCOO
2 74HC32
2 IN4148
2 BC548
2 LEO (I green, I red)
Mlacellaneous:
2 keyboard rocker switch

wi1h Indlealor (R5 319-843)
11.0592 MHz quartz crystal
16-way 10C box header
PCB-mounling 6-way
OIN sockel

I 3V6 NICd battery
O.8-mm pcb pins

ICI
IC2
IC3

1C4
IC5
IC6;IC7
01;03
TI;T2
02;04

51;52

XI
KI
K2

Note:
The pre-programmed PROM and lha PCB
artwoI1< lor 1his projecl are available Irom:
R. Grodtil< • 53 Chalmstord Road • BRAO-
FORO B03 8QN • ENGLANO. The price 01
1he PROM Is EI5.00 Includlng P&P.

8031 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

SPRINTplus listing cf file A:8Q31.prm ,n device National Semi DH7t.Sto72

00000: 02 00 CO 02 1F FD FF FF FF FF FF 02 1F FA FF FF
00010, FF FF FF 02 IF F7 FF FF FF FF FF 02 00 3A FF FF
00020- C2 FO 90 01 00 D2 B5 75 9B 50 75 89 20 75 BO FO ....... u. Pu. u.
00030, D2 8E 02 AF 02 AB 80 FE 80 FC 20 B5 09 75 09 00 .. u.
000-'<0, 75 08 00 C2 BE 32 30 98 s i C2 BE C2 98 ES 99 " "u . .. 20_

0 •••••• T'
00050, 7F F5 90 12 00 68 10 FO 08 C4 F5 70 02 FO 02 8E .... h , o. .p .
00060, 32 25 70 FO A3 02 SE 32 F8 54 FO 84 30 02 80 18 '2'l'l.p. .. . 2 T. .0 .
00070: B4 40 06 C3 ES 94 47 40 02 80 13 E8 B4 40 02 80 .@. .. . G@. .••. @ •
00080· F8 C3 94 37 22 00 00 00 E8 C3 94 3A 40 02 80 OB ... 7" . ..... :@ .
00090, E8 94 2F 40 06 C3 E8 94 30 80 E9 74 00 F5 90 12 ./@ .. 0. .,
OOOAO: 00 AB 74 88 FS 90 12 00 AB 80 FO 7E 80 lE 7F FF .. t- -
00080: 1F BF 00 Fe BE 00 F6 22 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF ..
OOOCÜ, 74 00 F5 90 02 00 20 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF " ...
00000 : 12 00 AB C2 es 02 01 00 FF FF FF FF FF FP FF FF o.
OOOEO, FP FP FF FF 1"1"1"1"FF FF FF FF 1"1"1"1"FF FF FF FF
OOOFO; FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
00100, 02 00 6B 02 IF 1"0 1"1"FF FF 1"1"FF 02 IF FA FF FF .. k .
00110, FF FF FF 02 11" 1"7 FF FF 1"1"1"1"FF 02 00 3A FF FF
00120, C2 FO 90 0' 00 02 B5 75 98 50 75 89 20 75 BO FO ....... u.Pu. uo.
00130; 02 BE 02 AF 02 AB 80 FE 80 FC 20 B5 09 75 09 00 .u ..
00140; 75 08 63 C2 8E 32 30 98 Fl C2 8E C2 98 ES 99 F5 'u.c. .20 ..
00150, 90 FO A3 02 8E 32 7E 80 lE 7F FP IF BF 00 Fe 8E ..... 2~.
00160, 00 F6 22 12 00 56 C2 85 02 0' 00 74 00 F5 90 02 '" V. .... t .
00170, 00 20 FF FF FF FF 1"1"1"1" FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
00180, FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP FF FF FF
00190, FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 1"1"FF FF FP FF FF
OOlAO, FP FF FF FF FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP FF FP .... .. ..... ....
001BO, FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 1"1"FF FF FF FP FF FF FF ..... ' ... o.
001CO; FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 1"1"FF FF FF FF FF
00100' FP FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP
001EO, FP FF FP FF FP FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FP FF ...
001FO; FP FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

910012·I~

Flg.4. Hexdump of the firtnware PROM, a type 745472.

socket. At the hast computer end, connect a
single screened cable to the ground and TXD
pins of the serial port. Also tie the RTS and
crs pins together.
All the port 1/0, interrupf and power lines
ofthe8031 computer are broughtout toa 16-
way IDC pin header (KI), for connection via
ribbon cable toperipheral devices. As shown
in the photograph of the prototype, the pin
header is a box type connector with eject
headers.

For further reading
Various publications are available from

Intel, detailing the programming of the 8031:

(1) Intel S-blt Embedded Controller Hand-
book (1989) (RS code 910-749);
(2) Intel Embedded Controller Applications
Handbook (RS code 910-777);

These books. and data sheets on the 8031, are
available from
Intel Literature Sales • P.O. Box 7641 • Mt.
Prospect • IL 60056-7641 • USA.
or, in the UK, from
Intel Corporation (UK) Ltd .• Pipers Way •
Swindon • Wilts SN31RJ. Telephone: (0793)
696000. •

SLiDE POTENTIOMETERS IN THEVIDEO MIXER - AN UPDATE
We understand that the mounting of the
slide potentiometers in the video mixer pub-
lished last year has caused a small difficulty
with some constructors.
There appear to be two types of slide

potentiometer around, which, although they
have the same track length, are mounted dif-
ferently. In some cases, the type with two
mounting lugs (Pjg. 1) requires a few wa-
shers, or short reB spacers, to be positioned
at the right helght above the PCB. 111esec-
ond type (Pig. 2) has two holes through the
potentiometer body. To enable this type to be
secured to the reB, mount two small sup-
port plates and two spacers at the track side
of the PCB, as shown in Fig. 2. The length of
the spacers is determined by the required
height of the slide potentiometer above the
PCB surface. •

"Video Mixer", EJektor Electronics January,
February and March 1990.
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I
THE DIGITAL MODEL TRAIN

PART 10 - RS232 INTERFACE
8""1}~\

by T. Wigmore

The 9-way D-connector at the edge of the mother board offers the
possibility of controlling the model railway by computer. This

opens the way for fully automatie control of locomotives, turnouts
(points), signals, protection of selected seetions of the track,
service schedules, simulated inertia of trains, combining

locomotives for heavy goods trains, the switching of additional
functions in rolling stock, and more.

The RS232 interface is compatible with the
Märklin interface as far as standard in-
structions are concerned: the control of
turnouts (points), signals and locomotives.
and the calling for monitoring infortnation.
However; it offers many other facili-
fies as well. such as requesting the
state of locomotive controllers; the
allocation of addresses to locomo-
tive controllers; the disablement of
keyboards and locomotive con-
trollers as desired; the possibility of
down-loading users' programs, and
others, If manual contral is not re-
quired, a11keyboards and locomo-
tive controllers may be omitted: all
contral instructions are then given
via the interface. Mixed operation is
also possible.
Originally, the RS232 standard

was Intended to coupie a Data Com-
mu nication Equipment (DCE, also
called modern) and a Data Terminal
Equipment (DTE), such as a com-
puter, The standard is, unfortunately,
abused by many manufacturers.
The Elektor Electronics Digital

Train System is, strictly speaking, a
DCE and, like the Märklin system, it
uses three signal paths:

TxD: transmitted data - for data
transport from the host computer to
the EEDTS;
RxD: received data - for data trans-
port from the EEDTS to the host
computer;
CTS: c1ear to send - for advtsing
the host computer that the EEDTS is
ready for the next instruction.

Apart from these, an earth Une is
also required. so that the actual con-
nexion cable must have at least fOUT
cores. A screen is not necessary. Rec-
ommended is four- or five-core flex-
ible telephone cable. The length 01
the cable is of no consequence.
The cables shown in Fig. 62 will

connect the EEDTS to most current

computers that have an RS232input. Some
computers. such as the Commodore, re-
quire the signals to be inver ted and their
levels to be adapted to the TTL level; a
suitable cable for these is shown in Fig. 63.

host computer
(OTE)

r-;'
" 00 , MDTHER BOARD
0 a _ ,eeejyed d.l. (DCE)
0 l~0
o 0-' o ,~

'-<> 0o 0-'
o r t,anomltted dala_ , 0

"f-: 0-' I 00-'

'" s 0,
0
0 ~

0
0

0
0 _ elu, 10 .end

0
0

as 0
~

87291 -1)(·11

host computer
(OTE)

MOTHER BOARD

l (OCE)

r-;:', 'b;"-
I; ~ v-- 2 _ recelved dat. 0

o 1~'t====~"~,"~~~,,~,..~,~,,.~-~===i~0'-<>::.-. 00-'

~-5 G~D ~

'-.....!.., ~
_clcoa,to ...nd

81291 ·1)( 12

Fig. 62. Connexions of a standard RS232 cable using either a 25·
way or a g-way D connector at the DTE (computer) end.

Commodo,e
User110conneclor ,e'. , ., , ,

,",OTHER BOARD

_clO." ... ..,

Nt. ..N3 ","I. ICt = MCI489;S~75189

!7Z~"1X _13

Fig. 63. When the EEDTS is to be connected to a Commodore,
the signals must be inverted.

The gates used here may be those as yet
unused in IC9 on the mother board.

Baud rate and data format
On power-up, the interface is set for
2400 baud, eight da ta bits. no parity
bit and two stop bits. Instructions
must not be followed by a carriage
return. The baud rate may be altered
if needed: for instance, in noisy (elec-
tronically speaking) conditions or
where a very long RS232 cable is
used, 1200 baud (instruction <111»
is a more congeniaI operating fre-
quency. For extensive tracks, a baud
rate of 4800 (instruction <113» is rec-
ommended. Areset, either by S3 or
instruction <98> returns the operat-
ing Irequency to 2400baud.
The processing of an instruction

received by the EEDTS is illustrated
in Fig. 64. Basically, there are three
typcs 01 instruction: I-byte. z-byte,
and those that requlre the EEDTS to
answer by data.
When al-byte or 2-byte com-

mand is received, CTS is deactuated
for the short time the EEDTSrequires
to process the instruction. As soon as
the stop bit is received, CTS becomes
active again.
When an instruction is received

that reguires a response from the
EEDTS, CTS is deactuated, and be-
comes active again only after the
EEDTS has sent one or more data
bytes to the DTE to indicate that the
next instruction may be transmitred.
This is half-duplex operation: full
duplex working, that is, the simulta-
neous sending and receiving of data,
is not possible.
The response time 01 the EEDTS

depends on the type of instruction
and, in the case of calling for moni-
toring information, on the numer of
monitors used. The delay lies be-
tween 2 ms (one monitor) and 80 ms
(62 monitors). This will be reverted
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to Iater ..~..
1 8 data bIts

10 I ;00:01102[03104105106:011

CTS---------------"r-----
u 87291·JX·\4

CTS---------,ur------~
87291·,X·15

Fig. 64. The protocol for a t-byte instruction (a); a 2-byte instruction (b); and a command that is
followed by two answer-bytes (c).

87291 -IX· 19

called on Interrupt baBls

Fig. 65. Simplified !low diagram of the main loop in the system control program with indications
where optional system programs may be called ((addressed).
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EEDTSvs Märklin
All commands defined by Märklin have
the same result in the EEDTS. Yet, there are
several differences.

• In the stop mode, the Märklin system
can receive only one instruction,
whereas the EEDTS RS232 interface re-
mains normally active. Monitor data
can thus still be written. Switching in-
structions for turnouts (points) and sig-
nals may still be given but, since there
is no voltage on the rails. they are re-
tained in a buffer (up to 128 com-
mands). When the buffer is full, CTS
becomes inactive. As 500n as the 'go'
command is given, a11 switching in-
struchons are executed in proper order.

• An energizing instruction for turnouts
(points) or signals «33> / <34» rnust be
followed in the Märklin system by a
reset instruction «32». This is neces-
sary to prevent the burning out of
solenoids. In EEDTS, the reset instr'uc-
tion is genera ted automatically after a
preset 'time out'.

• The numbering of turnouts (points) is
slightly different between the two sys-
tems (see Table 7 in Part 9).Those that
may be controlled via the RS232 inter-
face are nwnbered 0-255.

• The monitor decoders in the Märklin
system have 16 Inputs. whereas those
in the EEDTS have only eight. When
the state of one monitor is requested, a
program intended for the Märklin sys-
tem expeets a z-byte reply. In the
EEDTS a single byte would suffice, but
there is then the likelihood that the pro-
gram will wait (in vain) for the second
byte. Therefore, the EEDTS provides
Märklin simulation, in which it trans-
mits the data of two units, i.e.. two
bytes, even if that of only one is called
for. In other words, the monitor units
are numbered in sets of two. If required,
instruction <107> resets the system to
the 'byte reply mode' I in which the
monitors are treated as single units
again. After areset or command <106>,
the system is again in the 'ward reply
mode'.

System-status word and reset
The system status ward, available with
command <110>, eontains information on
the most relevant system data. After areset
or power-up, the system status ward is
OOH,which means that:

• the loe controllers and keyboards will
be active as soon as the 'go' signal is given;
• there are no aetive switehing instruct-
ions (system is in stop mode):
• the switching-instruction buffer 1S
empty;



I GENERAL INTEREST

Instruction set
The instruction set 1S given in
Table 8; all Märklin supported
instructione are marked with an
asterisk. All commands smaller
than <80>, except <32>, are 2·
byte instructions. The second
byte of these consists of a loc ad-
dress, a turnout (points) number
and occasionally a time (the
number indicated times 10 ms).
Instruction <32>. defined by

Märklin as the turnout reset
command, consists of only one
byte and is active at the turnout
number for which the latest
switching command was given.
This command 18 not used with
the EEDTS.

Locomotive control
Ta actuate the additional fune-
tion in Märklin loc decoders, the
loc control instruction must be
increased by 16. With EEDTS loc
decoders the direction of travel is
then reversed. The change-over
instruction «15> or, with actu-
ated additional function, <31»
results in the EEDTS in the loc
crawling backwards or forwards.
If a loc that is al ready con-

trolled by a loc controller is also
addressed via the RS232 inter-
face, the controller is deactuated,
since RS232 instructions have
priority over others. Only after a
loc enable instruction «37» or a
system reset 1S the controller re-
actuated.

TurnoutJsignal control
Reset instruction <32> is not
necessary. Cornmand <33>,
turnout straight on (signal
green), means that the LED on
the associated keyboard goes out.
Instruction <34>, turnout turn-
off (signal red) causes the LED to
light.
When the status of one turn-

out is requested, the reply 1S one
byte. This byte ie false (0) if the
turn out is set for straight on and
true (255) if it 1S set for tum-off
The standard turn out ener-

gizing delay after areset or
power-up is 250 ms. This delay
may be altered to between 10 ms
and 2.55 s by instruction <38>.
The time is determined by the
second byte (t = n x 10 ms).
The position of turnouts and

signals may be requested in
groups of eight (commands
160-190 for several groups and
224--255 for a single group). Each
group of eight gets al-byte reply,
Each bit in this represents a
turnout or aignal. For instance,
on command <161> Crequesting
first two groups), bit 0 of the first
reply byte represents the state of
turn-out 0, bit 7 that of turn out
7, bit 0 of the second reply byte
the state of turn out 8 and bit 7 of
the second reply byte that of
turnout 15. If the position of

turnouts (pcints) is requested
that have not yet been energized,
the reply by defirrition is °
(straight on). Only after turnouts
and signals have been energized
at least once can their actual po-
sition be ascertained.

Programming loc controllers
Each locomotive controller may
be given an address with in-
structions <48>-<63>, but only TI
the eight DIL switches at the rel-
evant loc controller are off

An address allocated to a loc
controller via the RS232 inter-
face will be erased if another
address is set with the DIL
switches.

Requesting loc controllers
The reply consists of a loc data
byte and a loc address byte - see
Fig. 66. The returned loc data
contain information on speed, di-
rection, whether an additional
function is active or not, and the
type of data format. Bit 4 is 1 if
the function is active (Märklin
data format) or if the loc is mov-
ing backwards (EEDTS data for-
mat).
If the controller is set for the

Märklin data format, bit 5 will
give information on the direction
of travel (it is set if the controller
is positioned for backward
travel).
Bit 6 is set when the con-

troller is set for EEDTS data for-
mat (loc data increased by 64). If
a controller 1S not in use, the re-
turned loc data 18 255.
If the requested controller

status is to be used for loc control
information, bits 5 and 6 must be
masked before the loc data is re-
turned to the EEDTS.
The second reply byte is the

loc address, 0-80. Bit 7 of this
address gives information on its
origin. For instance, if bit 7 is set
(Ioc address increased by 128),
the address was set via the
RS232 interface.

System control
The differences between emer-
gency stop <97>, reset <98> and
stop all locs <99> are:
• the emergency stop removes
the voltage from the rails and
will th us immobifize the entire
track; if fairly soon afterwards
the 'go' command is given, aIllocs
will continue at their previous
speed;
• areset is followed by a new
system-iniuial ization; again, the
track will be at standstil1; all set-
tings made via the RS232 inter-
face will be erased; in contrast to
the situation after power-up, the
actual turn out and signal states
are retained.
when a11 locs are haI ted, the

voltage is not removed from the
rails, although a11 moving locs
are stopped; any locs that are

Locomotive control*
0--14 Iloc address] loc control instruction; additional

function not active
loc reverse inetruction: additional
function not active (only for Märklin
decodera)
loc control instruction; additional
function active for Märklin decoders:
reverse travel with EEDTS decoders
switch-over instruction; additional
function aetive (cnly with MärkJin
decoderel

15 lloc eddressl

16-30 lloc addresel

31 [loc eddressl

Control of turnouts; calling for stete of turnouts/monitors
32 reset last tumout (points) (I-byte command)*
33 tno.ofturnoutJ set turnout for straight on*
34 [no. öf turnout] set tumout for tum-off"
35 tno.ofturnoutl request etatue ofsingle tumout;

reply: 1 byte (0 or 255)
request status ofsingle monitcr;
reply: 1 byte (0 or 255)
loc enable command for one loc
set turnout delay (default = 250 me)
set error time (default = 1 second)
unallocated 2-byte commanda (not defined)

36 no. of contact)

37 [loc addreeel
38 [time]
39 [time]
40-47 [..l

Programming of loe controller
48--63 Iaddresel loc controller addresa instructiona

(no of controlJer = instruction - 46)

Future loc deooder switehing instr-uctions
64--79 Iaddreeel lcc decoder switching instructions reserved by

Märklin; four functions per decoder (not yet
defined)

Loc controller request instructions
80-95 request status ofloe contröllers

(80 = controller 1)
reply » 2 bytes [loc datallloc addresel

System control instructions
96
97
98
99
IOD
101
102
103
104
lOS
106

go"
stop (default at pcwer-up)"
reset
stop alllocs (no stop or reset)
enable keyboards (default)
disable keyboards
enable loc controllers (default}
disable loc controllers
write monitor status; normal mode (default)
write monitor status; differential mode
set monitcr units to word-reply mode
(Märklin emulation; default at power-up)
set monitor units to byte-reply mode
request number of monitor units
request number oflocs in use
request aystem status (I-byte reply)
set baud rate to 1200
baud rate 2400 (defau.Jt)
sei baud rate to 4800
unallocated instructions

107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114--117

Down-load eommands
118 set down-load mode for files in binary Format
119 set down-load mode for files in Intellee format
120--127 calls to user programs (error ifno code is present at

relevant RAM location)

Request instructions for status of a number of monitor units*
128 da not reset monitora after writing
129-159 request state of a number of monitors (1-31)

Request instructions for stete of several groups of 8 turnouts/signa1s
160--191 request status ofturnouts/signals in several groups of8

Request instruetions for status of a single monitor unit*
192 reset monitor unita after writing
193-223 request status of single monitor (no. = command - 192)

Request instruction for status of turnouts/signals, single group of 8
224-255 request status of any group of 8 turnouts or aignals

Definition of parameters:
[loc eddressl =0-80
[no. of turnout] =0-255
[no. of monitcr] = 0-255
(time] = 0--255 x 10 ms (0-2.55 s)

Table 8. Definitions of RS232 instructions.
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locomotive dala locomoUve address

"CI"

controlIef not in .... : Iocunollve dala " 255 S7Z91·1X·17

~

[

!,
address (1l.....80)

"0- set at mo!her boiItd
"I" prOU.-med 'Iia RS232-

0000" standstil

0001 (I)}

l ! apeod

, '\0 (;4)
.,!.111 (t5)dlanll" 01dnctlon {Märtlin)

Fig. 67. Definition of the returned data when a loc controller is requested.

~ monltotifl!lslgnals

L "O" word ,eply mode (Mä'klin)
"1" byte reply mode

"0" slop
"I" 90

87291·rX·ll1

Fig. 68. Construclion of system-status word: at power-up, it is OOH.

under the command of a con-
troller will resurne their previous
speed; thia may be prevented by
preceding the stop all locs corn-
mand by the loc controller dis-
able instruction, <103>.
Disabling controllers and key-

boards rnay be useful in fully au-
tomatic operation. When the key-
boards are disabled, the yellow
LED on the mother board lights.

Monitor signals
Instructions <106> and <107>
enable the requesting of data
from a single unit or from two
units respectively. After power-up
or areset, the EEDTS is in the
word-reply mode.
Monitor contacts are reset im-

mediately they are written, un-
less the reset is disabled by
<128>. The reset may be enabled

again by <192>.
Normally, a monitor contact is

written as a 1 if it is active. It is,
however, possible with <105> to
switch over to the differential
mode, in which the contact te read
as 1 only if it has altered. This
makes it easy to see where some-
thing has happened.
The number of monitor units in
use may be requested with in-
struction <108>.

Examples of programming
Since the program occupies some
200 Kbyte, it ean not be given
here. To help you on your way,
however, some examples are givei
on how to actuate the basic fune-
tions of the EEDTS from GWBA-
SIe (as supplied with every pe).
If you use another variant of
BASIC, or a different machine, or
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a different language, consult the
associated handbooks.
The programming examples

are fairly basic and they should
therefore be treated as direction
indicators only,
Before each command, the

CTS line should be tested to see
whether the system is ready to
reeeive eommands. This check is,
however, often carried out by the
system and also, for instance, by
the GWBASIC interpreter. If in-
structions are attempted to be
sent while the CTS liue is inac-
tive, the BASIC interpreter will
give an IfO time out error, Gener-
ally, however, the proeessing of
the commands is so rapid .that no
problems should be encountered.

INITIALIZING THE RS232 INPUT

L -+ directlon (Mlirtlindala formal)

L-----:::=:~~I"n

10 REM closes all open files
20 CLOSE
30 REM open COM1(RS232)
2400 Baud, no parity, 8 data
bits

40 REM 2 stop bits as file 1
50 OPEN "COM1:2400,N.8,2"
AS#l

LOCOMOTIVE CONTRÜL COMMAND

100 INPUT "give loc control com-
mand (O-31l"COMMAND

110 INPUT "give loc address
(~80)" ADDRESS

120 PRINT #l,CHR$
(COMMAND)

130 PRINT #l.CHR$
(ADDRESS)

Note that the PRINT instruct-
ions in lines 120 and 130 must be
closed by ":" to indicate that no
earriage return must follow,

TURNOUTS CONTROL COM11AND

200 INPUT "give DO. of turnout
(0-255)" TURNOUTS

210 INPUT "position (0 =
straight on; 1 = turn off",
POSITION

230 IF POSITION = 0 PRINT
#1.CHR$(33); OTHERWISE
PRINT#1,CHR$(34)

240 PRINT #l,CHR$
(TURNOUT)

SE'ITlNG TURNOUTS DELAY
(default = 0.25 sj

300 INPUT "new turnouts delay
(0-255* 10 ms)" TIME

310 PRINT #1,CHR$(38)
320 PRINT #l,CHR$(TIMEj

REQUESTlNG STATE OF MONITORS
(193-223)

400 INPUT "required unit/group
number (1-31)" UNITNR

410 PRINT #1,CHR$
(UNITNR +192)

420 A$=INPUT$(2,#1)
430 PRINT "unit"

(UNITNR-1)*2 +1 =

"ASC(LEFT$(A$,l))
440 PRINT "unit"

(UNITNR-1)*2 +2"
"ASC(RIGHT$(A$.l))

In this example it is assumed
that tbe system ia in the ward-
reply mode; the monitor units are
writteo as pairs. Tbe digit '2' in
line 420 shows that a reply of 2
bytes is expected. These reply
bytes are separated in lines 430
und 440. In the byte-reply mode,
line 420 becomes:

420 A$=INPUT$(l.#l)

and line 440 is omitted.

REQUESTING STATUS OF A SINGLE
MONlTOR

500 INPUT "call monitor unit
(0-255)" CONTACT

510 PRINT #1,CHR$(36)
520 PRINT #1.CHR$

(CONTACT)
530 A$=INPUT$(I,#I)
540 CONTACT STATE=ASC(A$)
550 IF CONTACT STATE=O,

B$="not active" OTHERWlSE
B$="(was) active"

560 PRINT "monitor"; CONTACT
"is"; B$
-----

REQUESTING STATUS OF TURNOUTS

The state of turnouts 1S re-
quested in the same way as that
of monitors with the exeeption
that only al-byte reply follows a
group of eight turn outs.

ALLOCATING ALoe ADDRESS TO A
toc CONTROLLER

600 INPUT "address setting in-
struction for loe controller
(1-16)",REGNR

610 INPUT "required loc address
(~80)".ADDRESS

620 PRINT
#1,CHR$(REGNR + 47)

630 PRINT #l,CHR$(ADDRESS)

REQUESTING STATUS OF LOC
CONTROLLER

700 INPUT "request instruction
for loc controller (I~16)",
REGNR

710 PRINT
720 PRINT

#l,CHR$(REGNR+ 79)
730 A$=INPUT$(2.#I)
740PRINT "locdatae"
ASC(LEFT$(AS.l))

750 PRINT "loc addreese"
ASC(RIGHT$(A$,I))

In the last example, the reply
also consists of two bytes (line
730) which are separated in lines
740 and 750 into the address for
which the controller 1S set end
the associated controller st.atus
(Ioc data).



I GENERALINTEREST

RAM.ddr••• eall Mise

4800H system call1 )
4900H system call2 ) see Rg. 65
4AOOH system caU3 )
4BOOH system call 0 )

instruction:
5000H user call 0 <120>
5100H user ca! 1 <121>
5200H user call2 <122>
5300H user ca.II3 <123>
5400H user call4 <124>
5500H user c:a1l5 <125>
5800H user ca.US <126>
5700H usercal17 <127>

lable 9. RAM addresses available for down-
loading.

• the monitor units are in normal mode
and will be reset automatically after writ-
ing and the ward reply mode is active;
• the srop-status is active (no voltage on
the rails).

On areset via S3 or instruction <98>, apart
from the above default settings, the follow-
ing will happen:

• all loc controllers are enabled, inc1uding
those that are active at loe addresses where
previously an RS232 command was active;
• the baud rate is set at 2400baud:
• the energizing delay for turnouts
(points) is set to 0.25 s;
• the loc addresses set via the RS232 at
the loc controllers become inactive;
• a11down-loaded user programs will be
erased.

The situation after areset is thus almost
the same as after power-up; the only dif-
ference is that the prevailing postttons of
tumouts (points) and signals are retained.

Error LED
The error LED will light when the EEDTS
receives an incompatible instruction. Ex-
amples of such commands, which are ig-
nored by the system, are:

• a non-existent loc address;
• an attempt at addressing a loc con-
troller that has already been set to a differ-
ent address;
• calling for the status of a non-connected
monitor;
• a non-defined instruction;
• addressing a non-down-loaded user
program;
• the start bit on the serial channel is
shorter than expected for the set baud rate
(rnay also be a spurious pulse),

The diode will light for one secend. unless
this duration has been altered via com-
mand <39>, but in three situations it will

, ............. , .............................................
z turnouts and signals preset routine

a ." Oe called with command '120 >, ...........................................................
s
6 082F WIS_COM, 'OU 082FH ,start address of systero routine foe

7 :conversion of swi tch commands

B ;and turnout numbers, ,nO storage of
9 ;result in buffer
i o
" 5000 0'0 SOOOH ,RAM-address 5000 r.e called

i a ;with command < 120,
i a
" 5000 " PUSH AE ;save registers

r s 5001 05 PUSH 0'
'6 5002 '5 PUSH HL
17 5003 2' i s 50 LD HL,WIS_TBL
18 5006 5' NXT_COM: La E, (HL) ;copy turnout number and command

19 5007 2' INC HL ;from t atu e to regiater 0'
20 5008 56 LO 0, (HL)
z i 5009 aa INC HL
22 SOOA 97 SUB A ;A:~O

aa 500B BA CP 0 :no switch command

" SOOC 2B 07 .ra Z,IJIS_ENO ;" eno of 't.e b l e
25 SODE '5 PUSH HL
26 500F CO 2F OB CALL IJIS_COM ;convert turnout number ,nd

27 ;turnout command

28 5012 Ei pop HL
29 5013 '8 " JR NXT_COM
30
ai 5015 Ei IJIS_END: POP HL ,reatore registers

az 5016 0' POP OE
aa 5017 " POP "" 5018 C9 "T
as
36 ;switching commanda table

" ; < turnout number, < command>

'B :end of table 0 < 0 >< 0 >

,8 ;max, 12B oommanda in tab1e

" 5019 00 " IJIS_TBL: 8YTE 0,33 ,turnout O. straight on

" 501B 0' az BYTE 1.34 ;turnout L divert

«a SOlD 02 21 BYTE 2,33 ;turnout 2. 2traight on

" SOlF os 22 BYTE 5,34 ;turnout s . divert

" 5021 06 aa BYTE 6,34 ;turnout 6. ddve r-t.

'6 5023 OB 21 BYTE 8,33 ;turnout B. straight 00

" ,table 0" be extended

'B :to requirement

" 5025 00 00 BYTE 0.0 .c i cees table
so
51 5027 'NO

Lines Assembled Assembly Errors

lntell.. -file:

Fig. 68. Example of a programme in assembler 10presel a number of turnouts (points) wilh lnstruc-
lion <120>. Undernealh Ihe assoeialed down-load liIe in Inlellee formal.

light permanently: the control program the EEDTS executes
such a call to a possible user prograrn.
Two instructions are available for

down-loading: <118>and <119>.
lnstruction <118> sets the binary down-

load rnode, in which the EEDTS expects a
binary down-load file preceded by two 2-
byte RAM addresses (high-order address
part First). These addresses determine
where the first and last byte will be written
and must agree with the number of trans-
mitted data bytes because each subsequent
byte will be interpreted as anormal in-
struction.
Command <119> sets the EEDTS to a

mode in which it Is possible to down-Ioad
files in lntel"s Intellec-8 format. Most as-
semblers are able to create an output file in
this format. Such a (strictly speaktng
ASCU)file contains apart frorn data also all
necessary address information and a
checksum for each block 01 256 bytes. If
through this checksum a transmission

• when during the auto test an error is
detected in the RAM (when IC14 should be
replaced):
• when a non-existent loc address has
been set in the diode matrix (which thus
should be undone):
• when a transmission error is detected
durtng the down-loading of a file (possi-
bly caused by a wrang baud rate - reset
and try again).

Down-load mode
The down-load mode enables user pro-
grams to be loaded from the host com-
puter into the RAM of the EEDTS in Z80
machine language.
Basica11ythere are programs that are

addressed by separate commands and pro-
grams that are addressed (calIed) cyclically
by the EEDTS. Figure 65 shows where in
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,
2
a,
5 0001
& 0028, 4800
e,
i o 4000
U
i a
" 4100

"">6 4800

",. 4BOO "" 4801 .52. /,,802 ss
ar 4803 16 40
22 4805 1E 01
z a 4807 26 41

" 4809 2E 28

" 480B "2. 4Boe 77
-rr 4800 ar2. 4SCE .,
29 "80F n
ao 4810 C,
ar
32 4811

Lines. A5sembled az

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• T ••••••

:this routine allows one controller to be used for two Ioeos
.••• t •••••••••••••••••••••••

REGNR; W" , ;number of Ioeo controller
lOl<ADRES, W" «c ;addres of eeccoc rcco
RAMTRAPL: EO" 4BOOH ;s"t<trt ..ddres .. or this routine,

;Tuns e r r er- reading data from
;loco controllers

LOKBUF, EO" "QOOH ;system program place,.; data
;f,OIll rccc controllers in this
;buffeT ecc r-eee are ..

OUTBUF, W" "IOOH ;base address foc rocc contral
;commands

ORG RAMTRAPI

PUSH AF
PUSH OE
PUSH HL
LO D, >LOKBUF
LD E,(REGNR'2)_1
LD H.,OUTBUF ;load output buffer base address
LD L.LOKAORES
LO A. (OE) ;read Ieee dac a into input buffer
LD (HL1,A :capy to output buffer
pop HL

POP OE
POP AF
RET

Assembly Errora 0

Fig.69. Assembler program to be down-loaded to enable two locomolives to be controlled via one
controller.

error is detected, the EEDTS goes into the
stop mode and the errar LED lights perma-
nently. The system must then be reset by
53, after whieh the down-Ioading may be
restarted.
Table 9 shows where in the RAM da ta

may be down-loaded. However, the sys-
tem does not verify whether the down-
loading really takes plaee at these ad-
dresses: in principle, writing may take
plaee anywhere in the RAM, even in those
parts that are used by the system.
During down-Ioading, the main program
is interrupted and the system is in the stop
mode to prevent the addressing of a rou-
tine that is to be called eyelieally before its
down-loading has been eompleted. In the
down- load mode, the yellow LED flashes
in a 2 Hz rhythm
The down-Ioading is initiated by the

eommand eopy <file name> eom1:. After
the down-loading has been eompleted, the
LED will stop flashing; the 'go' command
must then be given to reaetuate the system.

Some examples
Two examples will be given to illustrate
what has been said so far,
The first Is a routine (see Hg. 68) to set a

number of turnouts (points) or signals
(max. 128) to a given position.
Since this routine starts at address

SOOOH,it is actuated by command <120>.
In the routine, the switehing eommands
for the relevant turnouts and signals are
first copied to register set DE and then, in
system routine WIS COM, to the switching
command buffer. The main pragram of the
system will ensure that these switching
eommands are executed in due course. By
adapting the data lines at the end of the
routine, anyone IS able to define his own
presets for turnouts (pcints).
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Each switching command consists of
two bytes: the number of the turnout or
signal followed by the switching com-
mand: <33> for straight on and <34> for
turning off. After command <34> the row
must be closed by OOOOH.
The second example (see Fig. 69) is a

routine that is addressed cyclically every
time the state of the loc controllers is wrlt-
ten. In this program, the data that was
written by the loe controller is copied to
the Iocation for loe address 40 in the out-
put buffer. This means that loc controller 1
will be active on the Iocomotive fOT which
controller 1 has been set as weIl as on the
locomotive with address 40. These locomo-
tives are then coupled via software and
may be controlIed via one controller. This
is, for instance, useful when a heavy goods
train can not be pulled by one locomotive.
The coupled control Is undone by send-

ing a single byte (Cs, the 280 return com-
mand) to the start address in the RAM of
the present routine. It may also be done by
resetting the system.
In general, the original contents of a11

registers used in a user program should be
stored in the stack from the beginning. At
the end of the user routine, the contents of
these registers must, of course, be reccv-
ered.

Listing on floppy
In the development of user programs a
good knowledge of the EEDTS control pro-
gram is indispensable. Unfortunately, this
program can not be given in this article,
since, together with the HEX codes, an ex-
tensive commentary, and cross-references,
it occupies some 200 Kbyte. It is. however,
available through the Readers' Services on
a 5.25·inch, 360 Kbyte floppy under refer-
ence ESS·109.

EVENTS
lEE Meetings
3 Jan - Ernerging CCIR standards for
digital television transmission.

4 Jan ~ Solid-stare transmitters.
12 Jan - Optieal intersatellite links
and on-board teehniques.

15 Jan - Design and test of mixed
analogue and digital circuits.

16 Jan - Realistic 3·0 image synthe-
sis.

18 Jan - Intelligent buildings.
18 Jan - Liehtsignalsteuering in
Grossbritannien und der Bundesre-
publik.

24 Jan - Calibration of antennas for
elose range measurements.

25 Jan ~ The car and its environment:
what ORlVEand PROMETHEUS have
to offer.

26 Jan - Methods of eombatting
multipaths.

29 Jan ~ In-hause systems engineer-
ing practice.

30 Jan ~ Microwave video distribu-
tion systems.

31 Jan - PC·based instrurnentation.

Inforrnation on these, and many other,
events may be obtained from the TEE •
Savoy Plaee • LONDON WC2R OBL
TELEPHONE 01·240 1871

ERA Teehnology IS orgaruzing a
third seminar in its successful series
on Defenee Standard 59·41 (eovering
eleetromagnetie cornpatibility). The
event will take plaee on 11 January at
the Cavendish Conference Centre,
London, Further information from
ERA Teehnology • Cleev Road •
LEATHERHEAD KT22 7SA • Tele·
phone (0372) 374151.

A number of seminars on Informa-
tion Teehnology; Telecommunica-
tions & Data Communications; and
Eleetronie Engineering has been or-
ganized for this month by Frost & Sul-
livan. Details from Frost & Sullivan •
Sullivan House • 4 Grosvenor Gar-
dens- LONDON SWIW ODH·
Phone 01·730 3438.

Electrama '90, the Indian Interna-
tional Eleetrieal and Power Elec-
tronies Exhibition will be held in
Bombay from 20 to 28 January. De-
tails from BEAMA • 8 Leieester St. •
LONDON WC2H 7BN • Telephone
01·437 0678.



I
CMOS RAM CONTROL FOR PC-AT

from an idea by H. van den Bosch

The program listed here is written in Turbo Pascal to compile a small
program, RTC-NVR.EXE, that enables owners of PC/ATs or any other

IBM PC compatible fitted with areal-time clock (RTC) circuit to
examine and, if necessary, change the contents of the non-volatile

CMOS RAM that holds the time and date, as weil as system
configuration ('set-up') information.

Any PC-AT or compatible has a 64-byte
CMOS RAM and a real-time clock
powered by a re-chargeable battery.ln the
standard IBM PC-AT (who still has such
an oldie?), the tWQ functions are combined
in a Motorola Type MC146818 integrated
circuit on the motherboard. In the latest
generation of AT compatibles, however,
the RTC and the RAM are usually COI1-

tained in one of the VLSI components that
form part of the manufacturer's chip set.
In general, owners of a pe-AT need not
worry about the exact loeation of the RTC
and non-vclatile RAM: the only thing that
counts is that the tWQ can be found at the
right memory address. Fortunately, most
clone manufacturers keep to the 1/0 ad-
dress assignment drawn up by IBM.

A timed surprise?
Ta be informed by the computer that the
sct-up information Is lost owing to a sys-
tem malfunction or an exhausted battery
is at best a temporary nuisance and at
worst the beginning of areal hassle to
unearth notcs made a long time ago on
hard disk drive parameters, RAM bank
configurations, wait states, and so on.
Although the required information can

be refurnished relatively quickly with the
aid of the set-up utility provided with the
computer, it is useful in many cases to
have the RTC/RAM contents available on
paper in the form of a hex dump.
The author recently suffered a mal-

function in the power supply of his PC-AT
compatible. After this had been repaired,
the machine on being switched on re-
ported a hard disk controller fault, and
could not be made to boot from drive C:
as usual. The previously written utility
RTC-NVR.EXE was available on floppy disk,
howcver. and on being run indicated that
the two checks um bytes at addresses 2E
and 2F (see Tab!es 1 and 2) had been cor-
rupted, probably as a result of the power
supply malfunction. The bytes were recal-
culated, modified, and the machine per-
formed anormal boot-up operation.

program RTG NVR:
{This progr~m reads the contents of the Non-Volatile RAM on board the
Real Time Clock chip of a pe/AT and allows the data to be changed,}

uses ert:

type str2 = string{2]:

var addr, data: byte:
eh: c her .

{' ~ '}

function cb_hex (b: byte): str2;
{eb_hex converts byte b into astring with the hexadecimal representation
of by t e b}

eonst hexsigns: array [0..15] of char '01234S6789ABCDEF' :

oee.tn
cb hex ,= hexsigns (b shr 4] + hexsigns (b and $OF)

end:-{funetion cb_hex}

{' •••• s '}

procedure read_RAM:
{read_RAM reads the contents of the non-volatile RAM}

var 1ine, column: byte;

begin
writeln ('hex address hex data');
~riteln ('----------- -------------------------------------');
for 11ne :~ 0 to 7 do
begin

write ('$' ,eb_hex{line • 8),' '); {~rite addr-es s & 11 eaeces)
for column := 0 to 7 do
beg Ln

port[$70] .~ line • 8 • column; {write address to RTC}
~ri t e ('s ' ,cb_hex (port [$71) )" '): {read CMOS RAM and wr- it e contents)

end,
loJrit e Ln

end
end; (pr-cceour-e read_RAM}

{" , "}

begin {program)
repeat

elrscr: {olear screen}
~riteln ('RTC-RAH information');
read_RAM:
write ('change RAH (ehoose N to end)? [Y,N] 'J;
eh := upcase (readkey): {read keyboard and convert input charaeter

to upper ease if necessary}
wrlte (eh):
if eh '" 'Y'
then
begin

{•••• WARNING •••• CHECKSUM IS NOT RECALCULATED ••••}
writeln;

vr t ce ('address in hex (e.g $30 or- decimal format? .J: readln laddrl:
write " da t a? '1, readln (dataJ:
port[$70J addr:
port[$71] ,= data:
read_RAH;

ur-L t.e (' press anv key to continue. .'):
repeat until keypressed; fwait)

(clear keyboard buffer without using dummy variables)
repeat if readkey:' then; until not keypressed

end {if}
until (eh<> 'Y'J and Ich'" 'N');

end 900015 -11

Document your settings
The listing in Fig. 1 is typed into Turbo
Pascal and then compiled to obtain the Fig, 1, Llsting of the Turbo-Pascal program used to compile RTC-NVR,EXE.
required .EXE file. Routines 'upcase' and

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990



Byte Function Address

0 Seconds 00
1 Second Alarm 01

2 Minutes 02

3 Minute alarm 03
4 Hours 04

5 Haur alarm 05

6 Day 01 week 06
7 Day of month 07

8 Month 08

9 Year 09
10 Status Register A OA

11 Status Register B OB
12 Status Register C OC

13 Status Register 0 00

Table 2. Real-time clock addresses.

34--3F

Addresses Description

00-00

OE

OF

10

Real-time clock information
Diagnostic status byte
Shut-down status byte

Diskette drive type byte
(drives A and B)
Reserved
Fixed disk drive type
(drivesC and 0)

Reserved
Equipment byte

Low base memory byte
High base memory byte

Low expansion memory byte
High expansion memory byte

Reserved
2-byte CMOS checksum

Low expansion memory byte
High expansion memory byte
Date century byte

Information Hags (set
during power-on)
Reserved

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19--20

2E-2F

30

31

32

33

Table 1. CMOS RAM addressmap.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990

CMOS RAM CONTROL FOR PC-AT I
RTC-RAI'1 information
hex address hex data
~---------- ------------------------ -------------
$00 $44 $03 $~2 $00 $08 $00 $03 $10
$08 $11 $89 $26 $02 $50 $80 $00 $00
$10 $24 $00 $FO $00 $71 $80 $02 $00
$18 $00 $29 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00
$20 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00
$28 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $02 $30
$30 $00 $00 $19 $F9 $EC $F4 $80 $IE
$38 $E7 $45 $BA $IC $C4 $IF $4F $71
change RAI'1(choase N to end)? [Y.N] Y
address in hex (e.g $3f) or decimal format? $01

data? $00
hex address hex data
----------- -------------------------------------
$00 $10 $00 $43 $00 $08 $00 $0::- $10
$08 $11 $89 $26 $02 $50 $80 $00 $00
$10 $24 $00 $FO $00 $71 $80 $02 $00
$18 $00 $29 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00
$20 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00
$28 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $00 $02 $30
$30 $00 $00 $19 $F9 $EC $F4 $80 $IE
$38 $E7 $45 $8A $IC $C4 $IF $4F $71
press any key to continue. 900015·12

Fig. 2. Prlnt-out 10 iIIustrate the operation of the non-volatile RAM utility. The computer
used 10r Ihis test was a NEAT-286/4 AT compatibie. Sy studying the dump carefully, you can
see when this article was written, and how many seconds it took to modify the data at address
$01, the seconds alarm in the AlC.

'readkey' are procedures resident in
Turbo Pascal. Data is read via TlO port 71,
while port 70 serves to address the 64
bytes. An example of the ou tput of the
program is shown in Fig. 2. The RAM ad-
dresses may be entered in hexadecimal
(preceded by a $ signj or in decimal.
The program is also sui table for the

popular Amstrad PCl640, and should
also work on PC-XTs equipped w ith a
multi-I/O card, although this has not been

tested.
Finally, be sure to copy RTC-NVR.EXE to

a floppy disk if you have compiled the
prograrn on hard d isk. Make the floppy
bootable by adding CONFIG.5YS, COM-
MAND.COM and an AUTOEXECBAT file that
calls up RTC-NVR.EXE.

Byte(s) DefaultUsage

0-9

10

11

12

13

14-19

20

21-22

23-24

25-26

27·28

29-30

31-32

33

34

35

36

37

RTG time and date parameters
ATG control register A
RTG contror register B
RTC control register C

RTG centrot register 0

Time and date when machine was last used
User RAM checksum

Enter key translation token
Forward key translation token

Joystick fire button 1 translation token
Joystick fire button 2 translation token

Mouse button 1 translation token
Mouse button 2 translation token

Mouse X direction scaling factor
Mouse Y direction scaling factor
Initial video mode and drive count

Initial video character attributes
Size of RAM disk in 2-Kbyte blocks

070H

002H

01COOH

02207H

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

OFFFFH

OOAH

OOAH

020H

007H

OOOH

Table 3. Amstrad PC1640 non-volatile AAM address map.



I
1 GHz FREQUENCY METER CARD

FOR PCs

H. Kolter

This plug-in card for IBM PC-XT/AT and compatibles forms a
cost-efficient alternative to a stand-alone frequency meter. Simple to
build and program, the card has a TIL input as weil as a prescaler
input with high sensitivity that can handle frequencies up to 1 GHz.

The signals on the expansion slots of an
IBM PC or compatible machine form the
starting point for the design of any exten-
sion card for this type of computer. The
hardware that arranges the data flow and
addressing must be laid out carefully to
meet the technical requirements drawn up
du ring the design stages. In practice, the
eight bidirectional datalines between the
extension card and the motherboard must
be buffered to prevent the drive capacity
of the CPU and associated peripheral
chips being exceeded at the rtsk of perma-
nent damage to the computer. The next
requirement is that the extension circuit
must occupy a carefully selected address
range that can be accessed by the CPU in
aeeordanee with the 1/0 (input/output)
map defined by IBM. Henee, the address
range occupied by the extension card
must be unique in the computer system to
avoid 1/0 contention problems.
The frequency meter card presented

here has a Type 8255 PPl (Programmable
Peripheral Interface) to meet the above
requirements as regards buffering and ad-
dress decoding. All control of counter and
clock circuits on the extension card is ar-
ranged by the Cf'U via the three da ta reg-

isters and one control register contained
in the 8255 PPl.

Frequency measurement
Frequency measurement almost invari-
ably requires a counter and a reference
dock oscillator. Here, the latter function is
realized by a 4 MHz osci11ator block con-
trolled by an on-board quartz crystal. This
device comes in an encapsulated meta!
enclosure with pins that fit into an Ie
socket. The output signal of the oscillator
block is applied to a divider circuit com-
posed of individual, cascaded counter
les. The output pulses of the last counter
are applied to a NOR gate, the seeond
input of which is driven by the measured
signal. The outpur signal of the NOR gate
docks a counter cascade for the duration
of the gate time. When the gate time is
over, the counter state - which is propor-
tional to the frequency of the measured
signal - is taken over by one of the PPI
ports. which transfers it to the Cf'U. A
small BASIC program translates the
counter state into the corresponding fre-
quency, which is shown on the monitor.
Before the next measurement cycle, a11

counters are cleared by areset pulse of
accurately defined length, genera ted with
the aid of a programmed port line and a
monostable multivibrator.

Ports and peripherals
The 8255 is probably the best known pro-
grammable 1/0 device designed for use
with Intel microprocessors. lt provides 24
1/0 pins which may be individually pro-
grammed in two groups of 12, and used in
one of three modes of operation. The con-
tent of the control register on board the
8255 determines whether the port lines
function as an input or an output. In
Mode 0, eaeh group of 121/0 pins may be
progremmed in sets of four to be input or
output. In Mode 1, eaeh group may be
programrned to have 8 Jines of input or
output. Of the remaining four pins. three
are used for handshaking and interrupt
control signals. The third mode of oper-
ation, Mode 2, is a bidirectional bus mode
that uses 8 lines for a bidirectional bus.
and 5 lines for handshaking, borrowing
one from the other group.
The 8255 on the frequency meter card,

IC1,operates in Mode 0 with all port lines

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990
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Fig. 1_ Circuit diagram of the ptuq-In frequency meter card: the key components are the PPI,IC1, and the prescaler, IC17_

switched to inputs. Port C forms an excep-
tion, because one of its Iines functions
briefly as an output to supply the reset
pulse for the counter cascade. The remain-
ing pins of the 8255 are used to ensure
correct interfacing with the CPU in the
computer. PPI input pins WR (write) and
RU (read) are driven direct by the PC ex-
pansion bus IOW (input/output write)
and IOR (input/output read) signals that
control the data direction. The 8255 is en-
abled by a low level at its es (chip select)
input. The es signal is supplied by ad-
dress decoder Nt.
PPI inputs PORT SELECT 0 (AO) and

PORT SELECT I (Al), together with in-
puts RD and WR, control the selection of
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990

IC7
74121

0'

the ports and the control register in the
8255.

Circuit details
The input of counter cascade IC13-TC10-TC9
is clocked by 4 MHz crystal oscilla tor
block Xr. The counters are reset at power-
on, so that output QO of TC9is low. This
level is inverted by N15, and electronic
switch ESl Is consequently closed. The
clock pulses are counted by IC\3, a Type
74HCT393 set to a divisor of 28_ Its output
pulses clock ICIO,which is configured to
divide by 212. Counter IC9, Hnally. pro-
vides a divisor of 21, and supplies an out-
put signal with aperiod of about 0.524 s

at pin QO. Pin 2 01 gate NI3 is held low
until counter state 28x212x21 is reached.
The measured signal taken from connec-
tor K2or the prescaler (IC17)is applied to
the second counter cascade, IC14-ICI2-ICII,
via gate NI3.When the gate time (0.262 5)
has lapsed, pin 2 01 N13goes high. This
results in ES] being opened, so that the
rneasured signal is no longer processed.
Next, the CPU reads the dataword (bit-

combination) provided by ports A, Band
C 01 the PPI at adresses 300H, 30IH and
302H (768, 769 and 770 decimal). The
counter state of TCll,ICu and IC14is taken
over as a 23-bit word for further process-
ing. Aseries of BASIC commands (from
line 910 onwards in the control program)
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Fig. 2. Component overlay 01 the double-sided, through-plated printed circuit board. The pe slot eontaets are gold-plated.

Parts list

Resistors:
Rl = 6k8
R2=1k5
R3=3300
R4= 750
R,= 4k7
Rs= lOOk

CBpacHors:
CI = 1~0; 10 V; radial
C2;C3= lnO
C.;C,;Cs = 100n

Semlconductors:
01 = LEO (5 mm)
IC, = 82555AC-2
IC2 = 74LS245
IC3= 74LS30
1C4= 74LS04
IC, = 74LSOO
ICo = 74LS32
IC7= 74121
IC, = 4066
ICo;IC10;ICl1 ;ICI2 = 4040
ICI3;IC,. = 74HCT393
IC" = 74LS02
IC,s = 74HCT04
IC'7 = U6060B (Telefunken)

Miscellaneous:
81 ""miniature SPOT switch for pe8 rrcunt-
ing.
X, = 4 MHz oscillator block,
K,;K2 = RCA (phono) socket tor PCB mount-
ing.
PCB Type 894110 (see Readers Services
page).

10 CLS; BEEP; KEY OFF
20 GATETIME:=.262144: FACTOR=l: B$="Hz"
30 GOSUB 460: REM start first measurement (also initialises PPI 8255>
40 PRINTh ********************************** •• **** ••• *****.*******~'***"
50 PRINT" ec FREQUENCY METER ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS **"
60 PRINT" * "*" •• "'.". ******** ****** ****"". ** **" •••• cO •• " ** **. ****" ** ***. *"
70 LOCATE 23,1
80 PRINT" H => Hz K -=> kl+z M -=>MHz R => RANGE Q => QUIT"
90 REM TTL -------------------------------------------------------------------
100 LOCATE 5,8: I?RINT"RANGE 1: 4 Hz - 32 MHz.-(+/- 4 Hz)
110 LOCATE 7,8: PRINT"SWITCH TO LOWER INPUT SOCKET (TTL-input)"
120 PRESCALER-=1
130 GOSUB 350: REH measurement
140 GOSUB 280: REM operation
150 IF A$="R" OR A$="r" THEN BEEP: GOTO IBO
160 GOTO 130
170 REM HF -------------------------------------------------------------------
180 LOCATE 5,8: PRINT"RANGE 2: 30 MHz - 1 GHz (+/- 1 kHz) "
190 LOCATE 7,8: I?RINT"SWITCH TO UPPER INPUT SOCKET (RF-input) "
200 I?RESCALER=256
210 GOSUB 350: REM measurement
220 GOSUB 280: REM operation
230 IF A$="R" OR A$="r" THEN BEEP: GOTO 100
240 GOTO 210
250 REM leave program --------------------------------------------------------
260 CLS: KEY ON: END
270 REM operation subroutine -------------------------------------------------
280 A$=INKEY$
290 IE'A$"'''Q''OR
300 IE'A$="H" OR
310 IE'A$="K" OR
320 IF A$="M" OR
330 RETURN
340 REH measurement 3ubroutine -----------------------------------------------
350 WHILE TIMER<MITV: WEND: REM wait for measurement interval to 1apse
360 A~INP (768)
370 B""INP(769)
380 C=INP (7701
390 GOSUB 460: REM start next measurement
400 c=c AND &H7F: REM mask bit 1 on port C
410 COUNT-=32768!*A+256*C+B: REM use bytes read to ca1culate counter state
420 F=COUNT*PRESCALER!(GATETlME*FACTOR)
430 LOCATE 13,8: PRINT"FREQUENCY IN ";B$;" = ";INT(F+.5);"
-44 0 RETURN
450 REH start next measurement
460 OUT 771,147
470 OUT 770,128
480 OUT 770,0
490 OUT 771,155
500 MITV=TIMER+.S
510 RETURN: REM --------------------------------------------------------------

A$="q"
A$="hn
A$="k"
A$="m"

THEN GOTO 260
THEU FACTOR=l: B$="Hz"
THEN FACTOR=1000!: B$="kHz"
THEU FACTOR=1000000!: B$="MHz"

894110·15

Fig. 3. Listing of the GWBASIC program that controls the frequency meter card.
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1 GHz FREQUENCY METER CARD FOR PCs I
( d§oript""'" commands measurement

measuremenl in measurement procedure in
principle procedure GWBA51C

1 1
initialize PPI write value

betcre measurement 93HEX (=147DEC)
(lines PC4 10 PC7 10 contr04 OUT (771,147)golow 3Q3H~~!:~~bEC)automatically)

1 !
write vaJu.e

80HEX (=1280EC)
OUT (770,128)milke 110 line !fgr~PC710gic high

302HEX (=7700ECl

1
wrile 0

treke VO line ~m&- OUT (770,0)7Logic low
302HEX (=7700EC)

1 !
eeset PC4 10 PC7 wrIte 9BHEX

(",115DEC)to10 Inpt!ts for control OUT (771,155)reading register atmeasured adress 303HEXvalues (=771DEC)

1
WaltO.5e X=TIMER + 0,5

wait 0.55 WHILE TIMER.XIor reading WEND
10 compleie

1 1
read port A read adress A=INP(768)

300HEX f=768DEC)

1 1
read port B read adreee B:=INP(769)301HEX (=7690EC)

1 1
read port C read aeeee C:=INP(770)

302HEX (=7700EC)

1
rroe:JGt'ements .... 01

measurement "'~n

894110 ·16A

eontrof· (~gf.t.. '"UHE ...X ~ 1410~DC conl.ol· '.gl".,,, iBH[X" 155DEC

PAl·PAn • PA1.PAO

1255 ... · IHSA .{ pCl·pe.

{ PCT.pe.07.00
DT·DO· •PCl.PCO PCl·PCO

• a P61.P60 • .. P8,.PBO

89400'168-~ - _.zea ~ _.
~ ~,

_.
~ sca _0
m eca

_.
Fig. 4. Flow-charts of the control program, and functional representation of the PPI in the
address space it occupies in the pe.
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then takes effect. Port e is briefly
switched to outpur and supplies data-
ward FFH(255 decirnal). The leading edge
of ehe signal at pin PC7 rrtggers mono-
stable multivibrator JC7, wh ich responds
by resetting a11counters by means of its
outpur signal at pin 6. A counter state of 0
results i.n a low level at the Input of NIS.
Also, ESl is closed, so that the eircuit is
ready for a new measurement eyde.
The fact that the Cl'U starts every

measurement eyeIe by making pe7 high
already indieates that it has ample time to
read the port contents, ealculate the fre-
quency, and update the screen. Moreover,
the clock oseillator is automatically d is-
abled after the gate time. Not surprising-
ly, therefore, the speed offered by BASIC
is ample for the control program.
The 1 GHz prescaler, ICll, is a Type

U6060 fram Telefunken, originally de-
signed for use in PLL-controlled TV tu-
ners. The chlp has a balaneed input (which
is not used here), a fixed divide-by-256
prescaler, and a TfL output level conver-
ter. The input sensitivity of the 50 Q input
is better than 20 rnV for frequencies be-
tween 30MHz and 1,000 MHz.

Addresses
An address decoder set up around JC3, JC4
and ICs monitors the logic levels on ex-
pansion bus address lines A3 through A9.
The es input of the 8255 Is actuated only
when A3 through A6 are low, and A8 and
A9 are high, in combination with the AEN
(address enable) line. When the 8255 Is
enabIed, one of its four registers is se-
Jected by the bit combinations on AOand
Al. This means that the frequency meter
card occupies the four 1/0 addresses,
300H thraugh 303H, provided for pro to-
typing cards in the PC. If any other exten-
sion card in the pe occupies the same
addresses, it must be relocated by altering
its jumper configuration as specified by
the manufacturer. In general, extension
cards can not share 1/0 address space
without causing bus contention problems.

Software
The operation of the BASIC control pro-
gram for the frequency meter may be ana-
lyzed in three ways as shown by the
respeetive flow diagrams in Fig. 4. The
BASIC pragram itself (Fig. 3) is straight-
forward, oHering a kind of minimum user
interface. The program is simply typed in
under GWBASIC (available on any
MS/DOS PC), saved to disk, and starred
with the RUN command. LED DI flashes
during rneasurements to indicate aetivity
of the eard. The program prompts you to
select between the LF/ITL Input and the
HF input, and automatically switches be-
tween kHz and MHz readings on the
screen.



I
INTRODUCTION TO DUOBINARY
ENCODING AND DECODING

J. Buiting

With a dozen or so MAC TV signals available from satellites such as
TV-SAT2, TDF-1, Olympus, Astra and, shortly, BSB, it is surprising to

note that relatively few electronics engineers and satellite-TV
reception enthusiasts appear to be aware of essential technical
backgrounds to MAC. In line with the theme of the month,
communications, this article looks at one aspect of the MAC
transmission standard that has received little attention so far:
duobinary encoding and decoding of the sound and data block.

Several new TV transmission standards
were studied and discussed following
the channel and orbital position assign-
ments drawn up by WARC 77. Although
these studies resulted in proposals for
different systems, all and sundry agreed
on the need of analogue picture trans-
mission and digital sound transmission
on the basis of a time-multiplex scheme
instead of a frequency-multiplex scheme
as used up to then for the PAL, SECAM
and NTSC systems for existing terre-
strial TV broadcasts.
The proposals for A-MAC and B-MAC
systems were short-lived because they
did not provide a complete separation of
the picture and sound blocks at the
modulation signal level , and in addition
were hard to implement in existing sat-
ellite TV channel bandwidths (note,
however, that B-MAC is still used in
Australia). A third standard, C-MAC,
developed by the IBA and accepted as
weil as recommended by the EBU, uses
a time-multiplex modulation signal in
which the frequency-modulated anal-
ague picture components are inter-
spersed with a 2-4 PSK modulated
sound and da ta block with a data rate of
20.25 Mbit/s. This makes C-MAC suit-
able for transmission by existing corn-
munications service satellites such as
the ones in the Intelsat and Eutelsat
series, but not for direct-to-horne trans-
mission and distribution in TV cable riet-
works.

D-MAC/Packet and
D2-MAC Packet
The need of feeding MAC signals into
existing TV cable networks with limited

1 line (64 }JS= 1296 clock cyctee)

1296 x 15,625 _ 20.25 MHz (system clock)

I D2·MAC I clock cycles

209 29 349 5 697 7

" I
, « ,~I \

sound I \>----{ cctcur cuterence '{ 0.5 L .
\,

+ U = odd ünee ummance :\data I ,V = even lines 1\ 05 Y
\ 1\'I ~) ,. )) ,

105 bits) 4 ..I ( 1+-+1 lt

0.4f

o.{ o
W
Tl

Fig. 1. Time-multiplex division 01 the picture components and the sound and data block
in a D2-MAC signal.

Tl T2

Note: cp = clock period not to scale
Tl = 4 cps for transition from end of data.

15 cps for clamping (0.5V.)
10 cps for weighted transition to U/V period.

T 2 = 5 cps for weighted transition between U/V period and Y period.
T3 = 6 cps tor weighted transition from Y per iod.

1 cp for data transition. 900021 ·11

pre - encoding encoding

Fig. 2. Basic structure 01a duobinary encoder. The two blocks marked 'T' are one-blt time
delays ( illustration courtesy Staupunkt GmbH).

tIItering

llnear
addition
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COMMUNICA TlONS

Sound encodlng
for D2-MAC/Packet

SIImpllng .et. 1.32 KHz (HO)
stereo and mono at
high quaJity
(40-15,000 Hz)

2. 16 kHz (MO)
Mono al medium
qualily (40-7,000 Hz)
14-bit
2'5 complement

1. Linear, 14-bit(L)
2. NICAM, 10-bil (I)

Erro. eerreeuen 1. Parity check (1)
2. Hamming code (2)

Sound tranami.·
olon opllonl 1. Parity ch.ck lor

6 MSB at 10-bil
NICAM
Capacity: •. g., HOll
with 4 mono chan-
nels

2. Parity check tor
11 MSB at 14-bil
Linear

Capacity: e.g., HOlt
with 3 HiFi mono
channels

3. (11,6)Hamming for
6 MSB al 10-bil
NICAM
Capacily: e.g., HOl2
wlth 3 HiFi mono
channels

4. (16,11 )Hamming for
11 MSB at 14-bil
Linear

Capacity: •. g., HOL2
with 2 HiFi mono
channels

covers 32 sampies 10r
options 1, 2 and 3
(1 ms at 32 kHz)
covers 18 sampies tor
cptton 4 (562.5I's
at 32 kHz)

au.nll.ellon
Dale lo.m
Codlng

Seal. laclo.

channel bandwidth prompted workers at
several radio and television laboratories
to look for a means of reducing the band-
width of C-MAC from about 22 MHz to
a value lower than about 10 MHz. The
proposals of the CCETT laboratories at
Rennes, France, form the basis of the
D-MAC/packet system. This fatures
duobinary encoding of the sound and
data block (Packet), so that it can be
frequency-modulated Iike the picture
signals, obviating a switch-over at RF
level to 2-4 PSK as with C-MAC. Tbe
data rate, however, is the same:
20.25 MHz. Tbe D-MAC/Packet system
is to be used for all BSB channels to be
taken into operation shortly. It offers
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Fig. 3. Pulse levels and waveforms at various stages of the duobinary encoding process.
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Fig. 4. Waveform of the tnree-level signal that tarms the data/saund burst in a time-multi-
plexed MAC picture Hne.( illustration courtesy Blaupunkt GmbH)

eight high-quality sound channels, and
requires a channel bandwidth of about
10.5 MHz.
The D2-MAC system accepted by most
continental European countries is a fur-
ther development ofthe D-MAC system.
The figure '2' in D2-MAC indicates the
bit rate reduction factor with respect to
D-MAC. The sampling clock frequency
of 20.25 MHz is the same as with C-
MAC and D-MAC, but tbe data bit rate
is reduced to 10.125 MHz, so that every
second sampling pulse reads one bit. Tbe
resultant bandwidth reduction from
10.5 MHz to about 7.8 MHz is sufficient
to enable the extensive cable- TV net-
works on the European continent to
carry D2-MAC signals in VSB AM
channels. The D2- MAC system supports
eight medium-quality or four high-
quality sound channels. Both D2-MAC
and D-MAC allow NICAM-728 signals
to be transmitred. Extensive studies are
currently being made into the conver-
si on of both systems into aversion that

allows HDTV pictures to be transmitted.

Duobinary encoding
Tbe content and digital structure of the
sound and data signals are not discussed
here, i.e., no consideration will be given
to the separation of sound and data, error
correction, NICAM-728, compression
techniques, quantization factors and the
like. Tbe focus of the discussion below
is on how the digital data tbat forms tbe
sound and data to accompany the MAC
picture is treated to achieve the band-
width reduction required for cable-TV
systems and direct-to-home reception,
The position of the sound and data
block in tbe time-multiplexed rnodula-
tion signal fed to the uplink transmitter
is shown in Fig. I. Note that the arnpli-
tude is 0.8 Vpp as compared to 1 Vpp for
the multiplexed analogue picture eom-
ponents (eolour differenee and lumin-
ance). For D-MAC/Packet, the sound
and data block consists of 209 bits in-



I
stead of 105 as shown for the D2-
MAC/Packet system.
The operations involved in duobinary
encoding are shown schematically in
Fig. 2. The digital datastrearn Ak is pre-
coded to give a datastrearn Bk. Ak is first
inverted, and subsequently combined
with the I-bit delayed (T) result of a
XOR operation. In Boolean notation:

Bk = Ak (j) Bk-I

Next, the Os and Is in the datastream Bk
are level-shifted to give -I and + I levels
in the datastream Cj :

Cj, = 2 Bk - I

Pre-coding is used to restrain the other-
wise unlimited error propagation.
The pre-coded signal is subjected to a
delay, T, linearly added to itself, and
amplitude-limited to give datastream
Dk.

Where M equals 80% of the max imum
video amplitude. Amplitude limiting at
a fixed factor is required to prevent the
duobinary encoded signal exceeding the
maximum level of the pieture signal.
The datastream Dj can have three in-
stantaneous levels: +0.4 V, -0.4 V and
o V. The first two represent a logic I, the
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last one a logic O.
The timing diagram in Fig. 2 shows a
practical ex am pIe of how the previously
discussed steps convert the digital datas-
tream, Ak. into a duobinary datastream,
Dj . The reduced bandwidth requirement
of Dk is immediately apparent by look-
ing at the duobinary signal that results
from the five O-to-I transitions at the
start of Ak. Subsequent ls in Ak cause no
level change in Dj , wh ich remains at
+0.4 V or -0.4 V (remernber that the am-
plitude of Dj, in the modulation signal is
0.8 Vpp). For an odd number of Os in
between two Is, Dj, changes from 0.4 V
via 0 V to -0.4 V or the other way
around. For an even number of Os, the
signal reverts 10 the previous level.
Referring back to Fig. I, Dj, is passed
through a low-pass filter to reduce the
bandwidth requirement of the
10.125 Mbit/s (D2-MAC) databurst to
about 5 MHz. The addition of the picture
components and frequency modulation
of the resultant time-multiplexed signal
gives rise 10 a bandwidth of between
7 MHz and 8 MHz (D2-MAC), which is
suitable for cable-TV networks.
The filtered three-level component in
the modulation signal is illustrated in
Fig. 3. Note that the sound and data
block is located between the end of the
luminance component and the start of
the clamping level reference period. The
block starts with the 6-bit line syn-

o upper + E.

slicing level

Ci 01"
A. A ••XOR

duoblnery
data signal
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[) sUclng tevet "

0(1)

E. 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0

h 0 0 o 0 0
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Fig. 5. Basic operation of a duobinary decoder that recovers the original sound and data
bitstream marked Ak ( illustration courtesy Blaupunkt GmbH).

Abbreviations used
in this article

AM = Amplitude Modulation
BER = Bit Error Rate
BSB= British Satellite Broadcasting
CCEIT = Centre Commun des Etudes
Telephonie et Television
EBU = European Broadcasting Union
HDTV = High Definition Television
MAC =Multiplexed Analogue Compo-
nents
PAL = Phase Alternation Line
PSK = Phase Shift Keying
SECAM = Sequentiel Couleur i! Mem-
oire
VSB = Vestigial Side Band
WARC = Worid Administrative Radio
Conference
XOR = Exclusive OR

chronization ward, LSW, wh ich is either
true (LSW) or inverted (LSW) to indi-
cate whether the line belongs with the
odd- or the even-numbered raster in the
interlaced picture.

At the receiver side:
duobinary decoding
The baseband output signal of a satel-
lite- TV teeeiver tuned to a MAC trans-
mission contains the duobinary encoded
signal DII) received from the TV satel-
lite. Two comparators with adjustable
slicing levels may be used as shown in
Fig.4 to recover the original datastream
Ak which contains the sound and data
bits. In practice, the data-slicer is inte-
grated into a MAC decoder chip such as
the DMA2280 from ITT Semiconduc-
tors. To achieve a low BER, the·
DMA2280 allows the upper and lower
slicing levels to be adjusted with the aid
of an internal register.

Conclusions
Duobinary encoding and decoding are
relatively simple operations that result
in a significant bandwidth reduction of
MAC signals transrnitted by high- and
medium power TV satellites. Experi-
ments have shown that the system is
highly immune to reflections and phase
delays rypically introduced in large
cable systems.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CONVERSING WITH COMPUTERS - NATURALLY

by Professor Marcel Tatham, Department of Language and Linguistics, University of Essex

For the past 20 years or so, a great deal of research has been
aimed at enabling users of computers to communicate with their
machines by voice only, instead of by keyboards and visual

display units. What at first appeared to be relatively easy, getting a
computer to talk with a human-like voice and making it able to
respond appropriately when spoken to, has turned out to be
extremely difficult. It is so difficult that we can now confidently
predict that it will be several decades before fully natural, free-
flowing conversation can take place between people and

machines. Only now are we beginning to develop systems that
perform the task in an acceptable way, though in certain restricted

areas conversation with computers is already with us,

The scenario of a conversational system
with a machine requires us to picture using
a computer to replace one of a pair of
human beings speaking to one another,
that is, using the machine to simulate the
behaviour involved in carrying out one
side of the conversation. So we can begin
by examining in general terms what it is
that a person does during the comrnunica-
tion process.
On the surface, what happens looks

simple enough: when someone is spoken
to, the immediate response is to speak
back, enabling information to flow back
and forrh between the two speakers. We
can model this behaviour as consisting of

three separate components:

(I) hearing the message or question;
(2) thinking about how to respond;
(3) speaking the response.

Hearing is in fact a two-stage process.
The speech signal enters the ear and al-
most immediately a complex acoustic
analysis takes place in the inner ear. This
is a passive process involving no thought
on the part of the listener. The results of
the analysis are sent to the brain where, in
a second stage, cognitive processing takes
place to further refine the analysis and to
'label' the data as partieular speech sounds
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Fig.1. Acoustic signal of the sentence "lt's a black cat." It is easy to spot the individualwords.
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or words.
Before any response to the perceived

signal can be generated, cognitive proces-
ses must take place that result in the Iisten-
er's understanding of what has jusr been
heard. Only when the message has been
understood can the listener compose a
suitable response.
Two stages are involved in speaking

the response. First, the message needs to
be encoded linguistically: thought is
rurned into language as preparations are
made to adjust the speech organs 10 pro-
duce the appropriate acoustic signal. Sec-
ond, a quite complex process of neuro-
muscular contral is brought into play to
make sure that lungs, vocal cords, tongue,
Iips and so forth are organized to produce
the right sounds at the right time.
The processes are repeated over and

over by each participant in the conversa-
ti on as the exchange of information un-
rolls.

Simulating conversation
The basic idea of replacing one human
being by a machine is simple enough: pro-
grarns replace in turn the three stages of
the human process being simulated. The
first stage is parallel to the hearing pro-
cess. A mierophone picks up the speech
signal end a program simulates the ear's
analysis of the acoustic signal. The results
of this analysis are processed bya second
program wh ich conducts the labelling
task: the acoustic signal is identified as
containing particular speech sounds that in
combination represent individual words.
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Fig. 2. Acoustic analysis bV computers 01the senten ce in Fig. 1. In this, a kind 01map 01the inner details 01the signal, the boundaries between the words
are still easilv detected.

The stage is usually called 'automatic
speech recognition'.
The next stage in the simulation is to

copy the human process of understanding
the message content of the speech just re-
ceived. We call this 'speech understand-
ing ', and it is by far the most difficult part
of the system in which to achieve satisfac-
tory results. People understand speech in
the context of their accumulated experi-
ence of the world. Obviously, to put such
knowledge into a computer is a vast, if not
impossible, task. In practice ways are frund
of getting around the problem, usually by
restricting the area of conversation as much
as possible, so that the contexts the com-
puter must know to interpret the informa-
tion are narrowed down to a manageable
size. The processes involved are studied
within the field of artificial intelligence,
which here means simulating the cognitive
behaviour of people.
Once the computer has understood what

has been said to it, it is able to formulate a
response which must thenbespoken. Speech
synthesis forms the final stage of the pro-
cess. A program takes the linguistically
encoded response and, mimicking the way
a human being produces an acoustic sig-
nal, produces speech through a loud-
speaker.

Experience and labelling
The most difficult part of gerring comput-

ers to hold conversations with people is the
simulation of the cognitive processing in-
volved in understanding what the person
has said and in formulating an appropriate
response. The reason for this is that speech
signals do not contain within themselves
al1 the information needed for their under-
standing. Take the simple sentence "it's
warm today." Spoken during the winter
this rnight mean that the temperature has
risen to 10 degrees, but spoken at the

height of summer it might weil mean that
the temperature has reached 25 degrees.
Human beings talking to one another
know whether it is winter or summer; the
computer does not. All of us have spent
our lifetimes acquiring such information
which we use every time we interpret what
is said to us. The problem is how to give
the computer just the right 'experience' to
be able to pur what it hears into context
and reach an understanding of the message.
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Fig. 3. Wavelorm 01 the sentence "Howare vou?" Because the consonants are spoken in much the
same wav as we speak vowels, the words are blurred together.
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But even if we are able to limir the topic
of conversation in such a way that the
computer stands sorne chance of under-
standing what is said to it, there is also the
difficult task of converting the sound it
hears into the senten ces it must under-
stand. Figure 1 shows the acoustic signal
of the spoken sentence "it's a black cat."
In the waveform, time runs from left to
right and it is easy to spot, by looking at
the way in which the amplitude ofthe trac-
ing changes, the individual words in the
sentence. Labelling this signal is not at all
difficult because it is naturally segmented.
11 consists of alternating consontants
(without loud vocal cord vibration) and
vowels (with loud vocal cord vibration). 11
is the alternation that results in the widen-
ing and narrowing of the trace. Figure 2
shows the acoustic analysis the computer
perforrns on the same sentence, producing
a kind of map of the inner details of the
signal. Once again, the boundaries be-
tween the words are easily detected.
Sentences are rarely this easy to seg-

ment, however. In Fig. 3 we see the wave-
form of the sentence "How are you?" Al-
though in the spelling of this sentence we
see orthographie consonants and vowels
alternating, the particular consonants here
(w, r, y) are spoken in much the same way
as we speak vowels. The result is a blnr-
ring together of the words, making it al-
most impossible to spot the boundaries be-
tween them. If we look at Fig. 4. wh ich is
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the analysed version of the same sentence,
we can see that the segmentation of the in-
dividual sounds and words that make up
the phrase is by no means obvious.

Synthesizing the response
The easiest component of the system is the
synthesis of the message the computer has
generared in response to what it has heard.
Assuming the problems of the earlier stages
have been overcome and that the computer
has forrnulated what it wants to say, the re-
sponse must now be spoken. In sorne
sense the task here is the opposite of the
labelling one: the computer has generated
the right labels and arranged the words to
form a sentence, and now the acoustic sig-
nal has to be genera ted. The building
blocks used to form the spoken sentence
are individual sounds but, as we saw above,
people do not speak sequences of iso lated
sounds. They run thern together. Blurring
the boundaries between speech segments
forms the basis of good speech synthesis,
and success depends on accurately gener-
ating the different types of blurring, as
shown by Figures I and 3.
Conversations with computers will be a

success only when everything is as natural
as between two human beings. Each of the
stages described above can now be accom-
plished with varying degrees of success,
and we have complete systems in opera-
tion in the laboratory. But they are unnaru-

Tal in that, for exarnple, the computer can-
not detect the subtleties hidden within
human speech nor reproduce thern when it
speaks. These subtleties largely communi-
ca te peoples' attitudes, feelings or emo-
tions. We can say the simple word "hello''
in such a way that it communicates how
pleased we are to see someone; or how re-
lieved we are they have shown up; or how
angry we are; or how surprised, and so on.
Research is weil under way to determine
just how a person communicates such
emotive subtleties in speech, and how
these can be detected and reproduced by
the computer. Preliminary results of incor-
porating this research into our conversa-
tional sirnulations show naturalness to be
considerably improved.
It will be some time before holding

what seems a quite natural conversation
with a computer will be a common every-
day occurrence. But already, computers
that understand us and can respond by
speaking back are beginning to make their
appearance. In certain restricted areas,
such as information services available
over the telephone, experimental systems
are al ready in use. Banking transactions
and airline time-table services are the first
of such systems becoming available, and
as we improve the conversational abilities
of the computer we shall see a rapid ex-
pansion of interaction between human be-
ings and computers, not using keyboards
and screens but natural-sounding speech.
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CMOS REPLACEMENT FOR

8052AH-BASIC
J. Ruffell

Simple to program and implement tor a wide range ot applications
requiring intelligent control, the BASIC computer described roughly
two years aga is now due tor a moditication that reduces its current
consumption bya tactor ot tour. A small BASIC program written tor

the occasion, a terminal or PC running a terminal emulation
program, an Intel-hex compatible EPROM programmer and a 27C64

torm the ingredients to perform an interesting trick.

The project described in Ref. 1 is a euro-
card-size OOx16 cm) BASIC computer
with some remarkable features, which in-
clude an on-board EPROM programmer I

a machine code run option for fast tumkey
applications, and a simple terminal inter-
face. This computer is based on Intel's
Type 8052AH-BASIC Vl.1 single-chip
microcontroller with an on-board BASIC
interpreter. Interestingly, sim.ilar BASIC
computers and associated development
systems based on the 8052AH-BASIC
were offered as ready-made units by a
number of companies in the UK some time
after Dur publication.
Many constructors of the BASIC com-

puter have noted that the 8052AH-BASIC
microcontroller is the only non-CMOS in-
tegrated circuit in the BASIC computer,
and have been enquiring after a low-
power equivalent to reduce the overall
current consumption of the board. Unfor-
tunately, Intel have expressed no Inten-
tion to market a CMOS version of the
8052AH-BASIC.
There is, however, a way to reduce the

current consumption of the BASIC com-
puter significantly. Bearing in mind that
the 8052AH-BASIC is the only member of
the MCS-51'» family of microprocessors
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1990

and microcontrollers that has an internal
ROM containing a BASIC interpreter, it
should be possible to use a similar proces-
sor, a BOC32,in conjunction with an exter-
nal EPROM that contains the BASIC
interpreter. This replacement offers two
advantages over the single B052AH-
BASIC chip: first, the current consump-
tion of the BASIC computer is reduced
from about 150 mA to 38 mA; and second,
the combination of a 80C32 and an exter-
nal EPROM Type 27C64 costs less than a
8052AH-BASIC. The one disadvantage
should also be mentioned: the combina-
tion of the 8OC32and the 27C64 does not
provide the EPROM programming facility
available in the original BASIC inter-
preter. In most cases, however. an un-
modified 8052AH-BASIC computer will
remain available for writing and de-
bugging turnkey programs. As before,
these may be loaded into EPROMs for use
with other systems, such as a 80C32-,
8051- or 8052-based computer.

Unloading BASIC VI. 1
The general idea is simple: make a copy of
the ROM-resident BASIC interpreter in
the 8052AH-BASIC, and store this copy in

an 8 Kbyte CMOS EPROM. Add the 80C32
and you have a low-cost CMOS equival-
ent of the 8052AH-BASIC.
The program listed in Fig. 1 enables the

machine code that forms the BASIC inter-
preter in the 8052AH-BASIC to be down-
loaded to a terminal, or a PC that acts like
a terminaL The code Is formatted to the
Intel-hex standard, which can be handled
by almost any EPROM programmer.
The terminal connected to the BASIC

computer must be VT52-, VT100-, or
ANSI-compatible, and in addition pro-
vide a spool or log function. An MSDOS
computer running a cammunicatians pro-
gram such as Procomm" is also suitable.
Start up the BASIC computer as usual.

and enter the program UPLOADER.BAS in
Fig.l on the terminal, paying attention to
the cammas and other punctuation marks
that are significant for the BASIC inter-
preter (a comma suppresses the normal
CR/LF sequence). If you use a Pe. type
the program into yauT favaurite ward pro-
cessor, check it against the lisnng. and
store it on disk in ASCII format (the
PCTools wordprocessor is fine for this
purpose). Next, use S~NDBAS.EXE (see
Ref. 1) or the communications pro gram to
transfer the file to the BASIC computer.
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100 REM
110 REM
120 REM
130 REM
140 REM
150 REM
160 REM

INTERPRETER UPLOADER 8052-AH-BASIC Vi.l
OUTPUT FORMAT: INTEL INTELLEC e/HDS

16 (lOH) BYTES/RECORD ••
VERSION PJRl.0
DATE 11/10/89................................•..............

170 STRING 2500,11
180 REM STRINGS FOR DEeIMAL TO HEX CONVERSION
190 $( 0)="0": sr 1)="1": $( 2)""2": $( 3)="3"
200 ${ 4)="4": ${ 5)="5": ${ 6)="6": $~ 7)~"7"
210 $( 8)="8": $( 9)="9": $(10)~"A~: $(11)="8"
220 $(12)="C": $(13)="0": $(14)="E": $(15)="F"
230 REM HEADER ANO NUMBER OF BYTES PEa RECORD
240 $(16)=":10"
250 REM NORMAL RECORDTYPE
260 $(17)="00"
270 REM LAST REGORD
280 $(18)=":OOOOOOOlFF"

300 REM START UPLOADER
310 FOR BASEADDR=QOOOH TO IFFOH STEP lOH
320 REM OUTPUT HEADER AND NUMBER Of BYTES PER RECORD
330 PRINT $(16),
340 REM SPLIT BASE ADDRESS IN HIGHBYTE AND LOWBYTE
350 HIGHBYTE-(SASEADDR.AND.OffOOH)/256
360 LOWBYTE -(BASEADDR.AND. OOfFH)
370 REM OUTPUT BASE ADDRESS
380 OUT-HIGHBYTE: GOSUB 1000
390 OUT~LOWBYTE GOSUB 1000
400 REM OUTPUT RECORDTYPE
410 PRINT $(17),
420 REM INITIATE CHECKSUM
430 SUM-10H*HIGHBYTE*LOWBYTE
440 REM READ 16 INTERPRETER BYTES STARTING fROM BASE ADDRESS
450 fOR OffSET-OOH TO OfH
460 REM READ AND OUTPUT BYTE
470 OUT=CBY(BASEADDR*OFFSET): GOSUB 1000
480 REM UPDATE CHECKSUM
490 SUM~SUM+OUT
500 NEXT OFF SET
510 REM CALCULATE AND OUTPUT CHECKSUM
520 SUM~(NOT(SUM )+1) .AND.OOfFH
530 OUT=SUM: GOSUB 1000
540 REM PREPARE NEXT RECORD
550 PIUNT
560 NEXT BASEADDR
570 REM OUTPUT LAST RECORn
580 PRINT $( 18)
590 END

REM HEX OUTPUT ROUTINE1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060

REM .* ••••••• *•• ~~••••
REM CONVERT 'OUT' INTO A
HIGHN=INT(OUT/16l
LOWN -OUT-HIGHN-16
PRINT $(HIGHNl,S{LOWN),
RETURN

HEX-PAIR (HIGHN,LOWN) AND OUTPUT THE CHARACTERS

900009·11

Fig. 1, Llsting of UPLOADER.BAS, a program that enables the ROM-resident BASIC
interpreter in the 8052AH-BASICmicrocontroller to be copied to a PCor terminal.

Experienced users of the BASICcompu ter
may also consider having the 8052AH-
BASIC store the program in EPROM.
Turn on the log function of the termi-

nal, or the download function of the
comms pro gram on the PC, and type com-
mand RUN. An Intel-hex file is sub-
sequently sent from the BASIC computer
to the terminal or pe. When reception is
complete, save the file, then examine it
with a wordprocessor. Go to the begin-
ning and remove the command RUN,

which has been loaded because the log
(download) funcrion was active at the
time it was typed. Save the corrected file.
The downloaded file is 23,054 bytes

Jong. and ready for uploading to an
EPROM programmer that can handle the
Intel-hex file format. The hexdump in
Fig 2 shows the start and the end of the file
for reference purposes (the RUN command
has been removed). Check the listed bytes
against those in your file to make sure this
has been loaded correctly.

About the Intel-hex format
Although the Intel-hex format is sup-
ported by most commercially available

EPROM programmers, some users of the
BASIC computer may require details on
the file structure to write a conversion
program that converts the file down-
loaded from the BASIC computer into bi-

100000006187]720312DCOD002400]COD0202E1090
1000100002400B20122BCOD002401]COD0021F7828
100020000218fCCOD0201FlC024023COD002402B6D
10003000021936202608C296]OB2f00296]2022021>
10004000400216]20220501771>1201>0FEOOF060457
100050009506020689069Fl3971]1611981738131>1>
10006000F517131483146Fl4781]8C13C613021358

:101fC00045204E55404245522250524F4D20404FC7
:101F00004445222A404]5]20353128746029204222
:101FI>0004153494320563121>312A22816CB43A0074
:101Ff00040012284]OOOB3224552524F523A2022BF
:OOOOOOOlFF 900009·13

Fig. 2. Hexdumpof the start andend of the
Intel-hex file sent by the BASICcomputer.

nary format.
As shown in Fig. 3, an Intel-hex file

consists of records that in turn consist of
16 (lOH) databytes. All numbers are in
hexadecimal. Each record starts with a
header, which consists of a colon (:) and a
byte that indicates the number of data-
bytes in the record. This byte can have a
value smaller than lOH (160) only in the
last record. The header is followed by the
address of the record. For all records ex-
cept the last one, this address is in-
cremented in Iö-byte steps, although it is
possible to skip certain porttons of the
address range. The function of the 'record
type' byte is c1ear from the drawing. The
checksum record that follows the 16 data-
bytes is the least significant byte of the
two's complement of all the bytes in the
record from the byte count number to the
last databyre. The last record is marked by
the '01' type marker. In the example
shown in Fig. 2, it contains no databytes.

Hardware
Assuming that a Type 2764 EPROM has
been successfully loaded with the inter-
preter code, it is time to turn to the hard-
ware of the BASIC computer.

INTELIntellec BfMOSFormat

beeoer I---- offset1
1 base 2 hexadecimal characters

address 16 databytes (exaJ'll'le)

: lO'O~Oo' OO'FF FF FF FF FF FF FF1FF FF FF FF FF FF
10 0010 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
10 0020 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
10 0030 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
10 0040 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF Ff FF

: 00 0000 01 FF}--last recordT TdheckSUO of last record

I record type (OO:data 01:end)

ßl.mber of databytes (hex) per- record

xx = ignored characters (CB-LF) 900009 ·12

Fig.3, Intel-hex record format.

1 byte checkstn of
record

FF FF FF'~ XXrFF FF FF FO xx data
FF FF FF EO xx reccrde
PF FF FF 00 xx
FF FF FF CO xx
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CMOS REPLACEMENT FOR 8052AH-BASIC
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the modified BASIC computer. The 27C64EPROMthat contains the BASIC interpreter is connected virtually in
parallel with the existing system RAM, IC4.

The circuit diagram in Fig. 4 shows the
changes made to the BASIC rompurer.
The 8052AH-BASJC has been replaced
with an 80C32 of which pin 31 is con-
nected to ground. Cut the track from
pin 31 to the supply voltage, and conneet
pin 31 to ground with the aid of a small
piece of wire. With the exception of tWQ
ptns. the EPROM that contains the BASIC
Interpreter has the same connections as
the 8 Kbyte RAM used in location JC,. A
28-way JC socket is mounted piggy-back
on to IC4, but pins 22 and 27 of the socket
are bent aside (i.e., they are not connected
to the corresponding RAM pins). Socket
pin 27 Is connected to socket pin 28"and
the two are connected to RAM pin 28.
Socket pin 22 is connected to pin 29, PSEN
of the mlcrocontroller. Fina lly, connect
pin 1 of IC4 to the positive supply with the
ELEKTOR ELECTRON[CS JANUARY [990

aid of a short piece of wire. The +5 V track
runs nearby pin 1 at the track side of the
board.

puter. Remember, however, that the
EPROMprogramming facility is no Ionger
available in BASIC. Switch S, on the board
must, therefore. left in the 'program dis-
able' position.Ready for use

Remove the 8052AH-BASIC from its
socket and replace it by the 80C32. Mount
the programmed 27C64 in the socket on
top of IC4. Connect the computer to the
terminal or PC, apply power, and press
the space bar to get the system on line. If
everything is all right, the computer sends
the message

Reference:

I.BASIC computer. Elektor Eieeirenies No-
vember 1987.

For further reading:

'MCS-51(tm) BASIC Vl.l
READY
>

1. Single-chip microcontrollers. Elektor
Electronics September 1987.
2. Peripheral modules for BASIC com-
purer. Elektor Etectronics October 1988.

You are now ready to use the BASICcom-



INTERMEDIATE PROJECT
Aseries of projects for the not-so-experienced constructor. Although each article
will describe in detail the operation, use, construction and, where relevant, the
underlying theory of the project, constructors will, none the less, require an

elementary knowledge of electronic engineering. Each project in the series will be
based on inexpensive and commonly available parts.

7. One-wire intercom

J. Bareford

This month's project ls a long-distance intercom system that can be
set up very quickly for outdoor events because a large number of

extensions can communicate via a single, light-duty wire.

The intercom is intended for outdoor
events and games such as rallies, camping
parties, scrambles, etc., where a simple
means of communication is required be-
tween extensions 'in the Held'. Contrary
to most other intercom systems, the circuit
presented here is uncr itical of the wire
type used. Furthermore, the current con-
sumption of each extension is remarkably
low when none of the other posts is speak-
ing, so that batteries may be used to sup-
ply the power. The system is open, that is,
a11extensions receive a11communication
on the line.
The remarkable thing about the inter-

eom is. of course, that it reguires a single
wire only. The secret is that the return
connection (normallyaseparate ground
wlre), is formed by the soil between the
extensions, or, more precisely, the res ist-
anee formed by the soil. Depending on the
soil structure, a resistance of between
10 kQ and 100 kQ may be measured be-
tween two metal pins pushed approxi-
mately 30 em into the ground at a distance
of few metres. Interestingly, this resist-
ance does not rise in direct proportion to
the pin d istance.

The circuit
For obvious reasons, the design of the in-
tercom is based on the presence of a rela-
nvely high resistance of the ground return
path between the extensions. This means
that the transmitter part of the cireuit
must provide sufficient volta ge gain,
while the receiver must have a relatively
high Input impedance. A circuit that
meets these requirements while remain-
ing as simple as possible is shown in
Pig. L Only three transistors, a small
loudspeaker, a three-pole rotary switch
and a handful of passive components are

required for each extension.
With the switch positioned as shown,

the intercom is set to 'listen". Signals from
other extensions are taken from the field
commu nica tion line, j-k, and arrive at the

base of Tl via pole 'a' of 51. In the "listen'
mode, the three transistors form a kind of
super emitter follower with a very high
input impedance (several Mn) to compen-
sate the resistance formed by the earth

k.--_.~------~~---.
+ 4V5 ...6V

r-----~--~--~----~--~~--~~+

h

rl~'
3x

1N4148 d

896098X • 11

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of an intercom extension.
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return path. Switch contact SIe connects
the loudspeaker between the emitter of T3
and ground.
Same readers may object at this stage

by saying that the amplifier cornposed of
Tl-T2-T3 can ne ver work because there is
no base volta ge on Tl. This is correct, but
only as lang as there is no signal on the
Hne. Hence, the unit draws Cl very low
stand-by current.
Tl does not receive base voltage from

the line until one of the other extensions
starts transmitting when SI is operated.
Let's look at wh at happens at the transmit-
ting extension. Effectively, the three tran-
sistors still funetion as an amplifier, but
with the loudspeaker acting as a micro-
phone. In the 'receive' mode, Tl functions
as an emitter folIower. In the 'transmit'
modc. however, its base is held at a flxed
potential provided by Rl-Ol-02-03. Since

AF signals are decoupled by Cl at the base
of TI, the transistor operates in a
grounded-base configuration that pro-
vides considerable amplification of the
microphone signal applied to the emitter.
T2 and T3 raise the signal to a level suitable
for applying to line j-k .
Negative feedback required to ensure

stable gain with acceptable distortion is
provided by resistor R4, which is con-
nected between the amplifier output
(ernitter of T3) and the amplifier Input
(emitter of TI). The total voltage gain is,
therefore, determined by the ratio R4/ZLS-
1, which works out at about 850.
The amplifier output is coupled direct

to line j-k, and the resultant direct voltage
serves as the previously mentioned base
voltage for Tl in every extension switched
to the "listen' mode. The direct voltage is
about equal to the forward drop across
01-02-03 (about 1.8 V), minus the base
volta ge of Tl, and plus the voltage on R4.
In alt this works out at about 1.5 V, inde-
pendent of the supply voltage. This volt-
age is sufficient to make Tl in the
extension(s) conduct, while preventing
unduly high Ioudspeaker currents.

Let's build it
A suggested construction of the intercom
circuit on Universal Prototyping Board
Size-I (UPBS-l) is shown in Fig. 2. Stick
closely to the Parts List and the compo-
nent mounting plan, and you will find
that construction is straightforward. 00
not forget the wire links, and be sure to
observe the polarity of the electrolytie ea-
pacitors and the orienta ti on of the transis-
tors. Fit power transistor T3 with a small
beat-sink.
The loudspeaker and the rotary switch

are external components, which are con-
nected to the board via short wires and
sold er pins with letter codes in the ca se of
the switch. Cut the field communieation
line at the Ioeation of the extension, and
connect the wire ends to points 'j' and 'k'
on the peB.
As already stated, the intercom exten-

sion has a modest current eonsumption,
so that it may be powered from three or

..----
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS Je ._..." ,"0
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Fig. 2. Suggested construction of an in-
tercom extension on ready-made prototyp-
ing board UPBS-1.

Parts list

Resistors:
Rl = 2k2
R, = 15k
R3 = 680Q
R4 = 6k8
R5 = 220Q

Capacltors:
Cl=100~;4V
C,;C3 = 47~; 6 V

Semlconductors:
01;02;0, = 1N4148
Tl = BC550C
T, = BC560C
T, = B0139

Mlsceflaneous:
8, '" three-pole changeover switch,
Loudspeaker 8Q; 1 W.
Heat-sink10rT3.
PCB Type UPBS-1 (see Readers Services
page).

four series-connected penlight batteries,
or a single 4.5 V type. The completed
board and the battery or batteries are
fitted into a suitably sized ABS enclosure
with a listen/talk switeh and two wander
sockets for the speech line and the earth
conneetion .



I HCMOS OSCILLATORS
by J. Ruffell

HCMOS integrated circuits were originally intended for the design
of fast, low-power-consumption digital circuits. In practice, these

devices have proved to be suitable for a number of other
applications as weil. This article describes how they may be used
in the design of simple, yet reliable, Re and crystal oscillators.

HCMOS integrated circuits are devices
that work fast, are economical in power
consumption, operate without any prob-
lems from a range of supply voltages, and
have a threshold voltage that is pretty sta-
ble over a wide range of operating temper-
atures. These parameters make them emi-
nently suitable for designing stable, reli-
able oscillators. In practice, these oscilla-
tors are normally of the RC type; if very
stable and precisely defined frequencies
are needed, the Re network must be re-
placed by a crystal.
Because HCMOS gates possess a very

high input impedance, capacitors with a
wide range of values may be used in the
Re network. Even more important is per-
haps that capacitors of very low value may
be used, so that little energy is lost during
operation.

Basic circuit
The basic circuit of an oscillator designed
from two inverters and the waveforms
that occur in the circuit are shown in
Fig. 1. Because of the inversion in the two
gates, it is certain that the polarity of the-
voltages at A and B is opposite to that of
the potential at C.
To keep the description simple, it will

be assumed that the potential at A and B is
low and that at C is high. Capacitor C is
charged via resistor R until the voltage ar
B reaches the switching level of the in-
verter, VST. The potential at C then be-
comes low and that at A high.
Since the level at the outpur varies

rapidly, the level of the potential at B
should become VST + VCC. However, the
input of the inverter is protected by a
diode, so that the voltage at B can not ex-
ceed Vcc + VD, in which VD is the poten-
tial drop across the diode. Conversely, the
maximum level of the negative voltage in
the circuit can not exceed 0 - VD, and this
oecurs when the output of inverter 2 be-
comes low. The voltage at B rises from
that level to VST; only when that level is
reached, does the output of inverter 1 be-
come low again. The time constant, t =
RC, determines the charging and discharg-
ing periods of the capacitor:

11 =-RC In{VST/(VCC+ VD)l; [I]

12 = -RC In {(VCC-VST)/(VCC + VD)); [2]

J= 1/(11 + 12).

The values of t are in seconds and that of
J, the frequency at which the oscillator be-

~~------------~------'

5.4Il &.00, .se 410 4.80

,.", _1'·IZ

Fig. 1. Basic circuit of an Re oscillator designed Fig.2.Oscillatorfrequency vs supplyvoltage.
from twodigital inverters.

gins to operate, is in hertz.

External influences

{3]

For Type 74HC/HCU circuits, the manu-
facturers state that VST is typically half the
supply voltage, Vcc. Since VD= 0.7 V, a
quick calculation shows that the frequency
drift varies from +9% to -2.5% if the 5 V
supply voltage varies from 3 V to 6 V. The
inequality of the positive and negative
drift is caused by the constancy of the po-
tential drop across the diode, irrespective
of the level of the supply voltage. This
constancy is important in the calculation
of 'rl, because the term in brackets in for-
rnula [I] will vary when the supply volt-
age varies in spite of VST being a fixed
percentage of the supply voltage. The fre-
quency vs supply voltage characteristic is
given in Fig. 2.
Although the manufacturers state that

the threshold voltage is typically 0.5 vcc,
in practice it appears that its value lies be-
tween 0.3 and 0.7 in case of the HC family
and between 0.2 and 0.8 in case of the
HCU family. This means that the fre-
quency drift of HC oscillators is not
greater than 9.5%, but that of HCU oscil-
lators may be as high as 2\.5%.
The frequency vs threshold voltage

9OOO11·IJ

Fig. 3. Variationsof the threshold voltage affect
the oscillator frequency.
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Fig. 4. InRe oscillators designed around HC or
HCU inverters, the duty factor is highly depen-
dent on the levelof the threshold voltage.

characteristic is given in Fig. 3. It is inter-
esting to note that a dcviation of the
threshold voltage from its nominal value
always results in a lowering of the fre-
queney. As shown in Fig. 4, the duty fac-
tor is also affected by such a deviation;
only in the ideal case, that is, when the
threshold voltage is equal to half the sup-
ply voltage, will the duty faetor be 50%.
In the above, [Cs from the HCT family

have not been considered, because their
switching behaviour is rather more precise
than that of devices in the other two farni-
lies. Moreover, HCT circuits may be used
only with supply voltages of 4.5-5.5 V,
and with these the threshold voltage varies
relatively little.This results in a maximum
frequeney drift of not more than ±0.8%
over the specified operating range, while
the duty factor remains fairly constant at

,__.. _.. ':'.311······· __,, ,
, c 't-·~II·--, :@tfj:©::@r- - 1 2,

es' Rs R C-~- ®
® r-l r....~~J>PIyYOltage)

-.J L.......J +-GNO (OV)

~

~~~+vcc

® vsr
B +-- (swltching IhretlhoId voltage)

• GNO
.. VST-VCC

L.JL-'cc© ..""
~

+-VCC+VD@ fl'1put dlode voltage dlop)

o <!f--VST

.. 900011- 15 GND - Vo

around 75%. The asymmetrie behaviour
here is eaused by the threshold voltage not
being centred around half the supply volt-
age. In practice, it is found that tbe maxi-
mum deviation of the threshold voltage,
when the supply voltage is 5 V, causes a
frequeney drift of not greater than 16%.

Improved stability

Adding a resistor, Rs. to increase the input
impedance of inverter I, as shown in Fig.
5, makes the circuit a great deal more sta-
ble. Tbe additional resistance increases the
discharge period of eapaeitor C, and
eauses the threshold voltage of the protec-
ti on diode to have less influence on the
operation of the circuit. lf the value of Rs
is chosen high enough, the waveforms
shown in Fig. 5 will ensue. Note that the
voltage at B varies around the threshold
voltage at a value equal to Vcc. TOD low a
value of Rs may result in clipping of the
voltage peaks, while too high a value may,
in conjunction with Cll, cause spurious 05-
cillations. At an optimum value of the re-
sistor, the variations of the duty factor and
the frequeney are redueed by some 30%,
irrespeetive of whether HC, HCT or HCU
devices are used.
It appears that [Cs in the 74HCU se-

ries, because their outputs are not buf-
fered, are partieularly suitable for this type
of oscillator,
In general, it appears that the optimum

value of Rs is equal to 2R. At this value of
Rs, the time constants are:

I
T =-RCln[ V,,(Vcc-V,,) ]

(V ce + V" )( 2Vce -V" )

[6]
From this fonnula, it is seen that the diode
voltage no longer affects the period. [f ICs
from the 74HC or 74HCU families are
used, so that VST is roughly 0.5Vcc,

HCMOS OSCILLATORS

T=2.2RC. [7]

n =-RC InIVsTj(Vcc+ VST)}; [4]

TI = -RC InI(Vcc - VST)/(2Vcc - VST)} [5]

while the period of oseillation, T, is:

Beeause of the different value of VST in
HCT circuits (where it has a fixed value
and is not a pereentage of the supply volt-
age), a smaJI correction is necessary and
this makes the period:

T= 2.4RC. [8]

Formulas [7] and [8] are approxima-
tions, but in practice they prove to be very
close to the measured value. The measured
and caIculated values are summarized in
Table I (in whieh Rs = 2R).

The astable multivibrator functions
weil if bipolar eapaeitors with a value of
not less than 100 pF are used. Moreover,
formulas [7] and [8] are usable only if the
parasitic capacitances may be ignored: this
is so when the capacitor is greater than 10
nE Resistor R may have a value of be-
tween I kQ and IMQ.

Use of crystal

If a very stable oseillator is needed, it
should be eontrolled by a erystal instead of
an RC network. A erystal has the further
advantage that it is much more suitable
than RC networks for generating high fre-
quencies. Also, if a crystal is used in an
HCMOS eireuit, it requires very little
power. This explains the popularity of

, T T=2.2, T
(eomputed) (measured)

74HC 1000 2174 2200 2177
Vcc = 5 V 100 217 220 218
VST= 2.5 V 10 21.7 22 22.6

I 2.17 2.2 2.4
0.1 0.217 0.22 0.3

74HCU 1000 2174 2200 2147
Vcc = 5 V 100 217 220 214
VST= 2.5 V 10 21.7 22 21.7

I 2.17 2.2 2.4
0.1 0.217 0.22 0.3

T=2.4,
74HCT 1000 2348 2400 2362
Vcc = 5 V 100 235 240 236
VST= 1.415 V 10 23.5 24 24.4

I 2.35 2.4 2.6
0.1 0.235 0.24 0.3

Fig.5. A second resistor makes the oscillator far
more stable. Table.1. Inpractice, the differencebetween computed and measured values is found to be small.
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I COMPONENTS

HCMOS j crystal oscillators.
The electrical equivalent of a crystal is

shown in Fig. 6. lt consists of an induc-
tanee, a resistance and two capacitances.

LD
1 "I)

900011·16

Fig. 6. Equivalent eleetrieal eireuit of a erystal.

The circuit has a series- as weil as a paral-
lel-resonant frequency, and this must be
borne in mind during the design of the os-
cillator. The crystal manufacturer always
indicates whether a crystal has been cut
for series or parallel operation. In the final
instance, the position and value of capaci-
rance CL determine in which mode the
crystal will oseillate (see Fig. 7).

+
I \

/ \ resislance

/ "...----oF=~~~~------~,--~--~~:'i .."'"~,00
! 90001\ . 17

Fig. 7. Dependent on the load, a erystal may
jump from one mode of operation to another. At
the left, the equivalent eireuit of the erystal; at
the centre, Ihe equivalent circuit for serles-reso-
nant operation; at the right, the equivalent cir-
euit for parallel-resonant operation.

Series-resonant oscillators are designed
to oscillat.e near the resonance frequency,
/<' of the crystal. Parallel-resonant oscilla-
tors operate at a frequency that depends on
the capacitance of the shunt capacitoT and
lies somewhere between Ir and the so-
called anti-resonance frequency,ja. This is

the reason that in practical circuits part of
the load capacitance is formed by a vari-
able capacitor.

The Pierce oscilJator in Fig. 8 uses a
Type 74HCU04 chip (which is not buf-
fered since buffered devices can not be
used here). Boffins will reeognize the cir-
cuit as a Colpitts oscillator in which the
inductance has been replaeed by a erystal.
This type of oseillator uses very little
power and offers good suppression of
third hannonics.

The latter characteristic is importanr,
because many oscillators have a tendency
to jurnp to hannonic frequencies.

Although the eireuit may be used with
a supply voltage of 2 V, it is reeommended
not to use supplies below about 3 V. The
maximum supply voltage is 6 V.

Owing to the low output impedanee of
the lCs, they can not be connected direet
to the crystal, and it is, therefore, neces-
sary, to add a resistance in the output to
raise the impedance. Unfortunately, this
resistance may introduce a phase shift, and
its use above 4 MHz is, therefore, not rec-
ommended. Instead, a capacitance must be
used: the value of this for use with most
crystals is about 30 pF. Here, since CL!
and CL2 are in series, the buffer capacitor
should have a value of about 56 pE

For optirnurn operation of the Pierce
oscillator, its output impedance must be
equal to the impedanee of the frequency-
determing network. This load impedance,
ZL is approximately

ZL ~ XCL'jR,

in which XCL is the reactance of capacitor
CL2 and R, is the resistance of the crystaJ
at resonance: in practice, this is 75 Q.

In theory, the optimum value of RL in a
4 MHz oseillator is 5900 Q, whereas the
impedance of the output gate is only about
40 Q. A praetical value of 5600 Q resutts
in too high a phase shift: a compromise
value is found to be 2200 Q.

Resistor Rr sets the De operating point
of the amplifier; its value is not critical:
between I MQ and 10 MQ is fine.

Gote deloy
Every gate in an IC has a certain delay, tp,
whieh in fast HCUMOS gates amounts to
about 14 ns. This delay causes a small
phase shift, <1>, between the input and out-
put signal, which at high frequencies can
not be ignored. The shift is ealculated
from:

<I> ~ f Ip x 3600

At an oseillator frequeney of 6 MHz, the
delay causes a phase shift of about 300

which, eoupled with the phase shift intro-
duced by Rs, causes the Pieree oseillator
10 stop, lf the resistor is replaced by a ca-

XTAL

J-riD
(1/6)

74HCU04

Fig. 6. Basic eireuit of a Pieree oseillator using
only one gate. Two additional resistors ensure
that the gate operates as an amplifier. Resistor
Rf provides the De operating point of the ampli-
fier.

paeitor whose value is equal to that of CL,
the total phase shift is brought back to a
value that allows the oscillator to work
eorreetly.

Finolly
Crystal manufacturers cut crystals for use
in high-frequency oscillators in a manner
that allows the crystals to osciJlate at an
harmonie. Crystals for operation at 10--75
MHz oscillate at the third overtone. At
higher frequeneies, 50--125 MHz, crystals
are used that oseillate at the fifth har-
moruc,
Ta use these crystals. the circuit needs

a sm all modification as shown in Fig. 9.

[9]
Rf

Fig. 9. This small modifieation ensures that the
eireuit operates satisfaetorily with erystals that
are intended for operation at harmonie trequen-
eies.

[10]

The modification ensures suppression of
the fundamental frequency in two ways.
Capacitor es has a value that is about
equal to that of CL and thus presents a
higher impedanee to the fundamental than
to the third overtone. The circuit consist-
ing of Land Cs oscillates at a frequency
that is slightly lower than the third over-
tone. Adjusting L for maximum output
voltage may cause a small change in the
oscillator frequeney, but this may be
trimmed out by CL, wh ich in practice will
consist of a fixed and a variable capacitor.
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